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THEMATIC ARTICLES
EDUCATION AND EUROPEAN IDENTITY

How to build the European Identity? Attitudes towards the European
Union across its countries
Cristina MATIUȚA

Abstract: This paper aims to contribute to the understanding of the process of European
identity formation, using systematic comparisons of national attitudes towards the
European Union. The topic of European identity has generated a lively academic debate in
the recent decades. The article investigates the patterns of European identity construction
and the similarities between national and European identities in terms of articulation and
the relationship between the two layers of identity. Are these identities in competition? It is
necessary, in order to develop the European identity, national identity to be at least eroded
or they can coexist peacefully? The paper will analyze different types of arguments,
suggests that European identity can be constructed, and function alongside national
identity. The empirical evidence drawn from surveys shows that national identification and
European identification are not perceived as contradictory and people feel part of both
communities.
Keywords: National identity, European identity, citizenship

“We are not bringing together states, we are uniting people” said Jean Monnet
in 1952. After more than sixty years since his assertion, raising the feeling of
common European identity and involving citizens in the EU public affairs are still
great challenges for the European integration process. The formation of a European
demos with a collective identity is one of the preconditions to improve the
democratic legitimacy issues of the European Union. In the context of subsequent
EU enlargement waves and increased cultural diversity, one might ask whether
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there is sufficient commonality in the Europeans’ perceptions regarding the EU
project to substantiate a collective identity.
Described as aarchipelago of diversities due to ethnic, linguistic (with no less
than 24 official languages and about 150 regional and minority languages) and
religious pluralism, due to socio-economic, political, demographic and cultural
differences (even sometimes discrepancies) between the Member States or even
within the same state, the European Union, through its founding documents and
the voices of its leaders, counts diversity as one of its riches, as a force for
democracy, a stimulus for transformation, creativity and progress and not an
obstacle for the European integration.
Acceptance of diversity implies the dialogue between different identities.
Identity is a dynamic concept and involves the self-identification of individuals with
certain values and symbols. The concept of identity is used with respect to
individuals: “…All identity is individual, but there is no individual identity that is not
historical or, in other words, constructed within a field of social values, norms of
behavior and collective symbols. The real question is how the dominant reference
points of individual identity change over time and with the changing of institutional
environment” (Balibar&Wallerstein, 1991).No form of identity is ever complete, nor
totally stable.
A lot of papers in the scientific literature treats the formation of European
identity and its relation to national identity. National identity is often seen as
imagined. Imagined doesn’t mean not real. Anderson (1983) defined a nation as a
socially constructed community, imagined by the people who perceive themselves
as part of that group. It has an objective dimension (territory, mass education,
common legal rights and duties) and asubjective one (common culture, symbols,
myths).The symbols and myths of common past are essential in binding
communities together(Smith, 1986). The construction of a nation is a top to bottom
process, where the nationalist elites select, modify, use and often fabricate such
myths of common descent in order to forge a sense of loyalty to national
community they claim to represent (Breuilly, 1996)
The building of a European identity is also a top to bottom process,
fundamentally elite-driven. The process of its construction is still in progress, but
the patterns are similar to those of national identity construction. The process has
anobjective dimension (territory, sets of common legal rights and duties) and a
3
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subjective one (symbols as flag, anthem, a Europe day, a motto,
cultural/educational exchange meant to create a sense of solidarity to the EU
project, to expose younger generation to patterns of cooperation and to emphasize
the unity-in diversity-rather than difference).
Two main types of views have emerged concerning the national-European
identities relationship: one claiming that national and European identities are
competing, therefore, to develop an European identity, national identity needs to
be at least eroded; and another one claiming that the bases of identification with
the European community are different from those with the national community, so
national and European identities are compatible and they can coexist
peacefully.From our point of view, European identity is not in competition with the
national identity, it can be constructed and function alongside national identity.
People have multiple identities and specific circumstances dictate which identity
becomes more important at a particular time.
This thesisis supported by data from Eurobarometer surveys, showing that the
two identities are not perceived as contradictory and people feel part of both
communities.
The image below (Figure 1) shows the citizens of the Union commitment to
their country, to the town where they live and to the European Union. The
overwhelming majority of Europeans ( 91 % ) feel attached to their country (51% of
them very attached), 88% are attached to their city/town/village and only 46% to
the European Union, registering a significant deterioration of this attachment,
seven percentage points, compared to spring 2010. Attachment to the European
Union is higher in the new Member States (NMS 12-51 %) and decreases in the
Eurozone countries and the UK (only 27% of British citizens say they are attached to
the European Union).However, the attachment to the European Union is far higher
among Europeans who place themselves at the top of the social scale, among
managers, self-employed people, among those who never have difficulties in
paying bills and among more educated people.
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Figure 1: EU attachment

Source: Standard Eurobarometer 77 (Spring 2012)

Decreased attachment to the European Union in 2012 compared to 2010
can be explained by the economic crisis, the context in which national governments
are perceived as affecting most people's lives, economic process and standard of
living.
This assertion is supported by the answers to another question, regarding
the impact on living conditions. Europeans consider that their national public
authorities have the most impact on their living conditions (51%), a third of
respondents mentioned local/regional level and just 9% mentioned the European
Union. The national level seems more predominant (comparing with 2009), while
the local and European levels have slipped back.
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Figure 2: Impact on living conditions

Source: Standard Eurobarometer 77 (Spring 2012)

As concerns the perceived benefits of the adherence to the European
Union, peace among the member states and free movement of people, goods and
services within the EU are seen as the greatest achievements (Figure 3). The next
highest are the euro (28%), the economic power of the European Union (22%) and
the student exchange programmes such as Erasmus (21%). Social welfare and
common agricultural policy are mentioned by fewer respondents. The respondents
from the New Member States 12 appreciate the free movement of people, goods
and services (with highest score in Bulgaria- 76%) and peace among the Member
States have the highest score in Germany (73%).
We also noticed an increase (comparing with previous Eurobarometer) in
the proportion of those who see no benefit of adherence to the European Union:
12% of Europeans spontaneously answered ”none” to this question. Again, people
that are more educated mentioned the various positive results of the European
Union, compared with least educated respondents.
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Figure 3: Perceived benefits of the EU

Source: Standard Eurobarometer 77 (Spring 2012)

Europeans feel that they are citizens of the European Union (see Figure 4).
More than 60% of them see themselves as citizens of the EU and this feeling is
shared by a majority of respondents in almost all Member States. The results are
more or less unchanged comparing with previous surveys. The highest scores are in
Luxembourg (85%- total yes), Denmark (75%) and Germany (74%), and, on the
other hand, 57% of the British citizens answered total no.
The sense of European citizenship is decreasing with age and is more
widespread among the managers, white-collar workers and more educated people.
However,almost 40% of Europeans continue to define themselves by their
nationality, 49% define themselves by their nationality and as Europeans and only
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3% defined themselves as European only. The nationality-only option is particularly
high in UK (65%).

Figure 4: A sense of European citizenship

Source: Standard Eurobarometer 77 (Spring 2012)

The main levers mentioned for strengthening the sense of European
citizenship are the creation of harmonized EU social welfare system (37%), the
possibility to move to another EU country after retirement and to take your
pension with you (24%) and the European emergency response service to fight
natural disasters (19%). A European Parliament with the right to set taxes is seen as
a way of strengthening the feeling of European citizenship by only 12% of
respondents and the opportunity to participate in national debates on Europe was
mentioned by 10% of respondents, just ahead of the creation of a European army
(9%).
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Survey data also show that Europeans want to know more about their
rights as citizens of the European Union (73% of respondents), in a context where a
majority of them (54%) say they know little about these rights. The wish to know
more about their rights as European citizens is widespread in both countries where
citizens fell that they are ill-informed (such as Romania, France, Italy or Greece) and
well-informed countries (as Luxembourg or Estonia).
When asked to identify the most important elements that build the
European identity (see Figure 5), Europeans mentioned the euro (41%), just ahead
of democratic values (40%), followed by culture and history (both with 26%). The
success of the European economy, followed by geography and the European flag
are also seen as important elements. Democratic values are perceived to embody
the European identity in particular in Denmark (69%), Sweden (64%) and Germany
(57%).
Figure 5: European Identity

Source: Standard Eurobarometer 77 (Spring 2012)
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Therefore, the European identity is embodied firstly by practical
components which belong to social welfare and democratic rules and less by
symbolic and emotional elements which are underlying the national identity (such
as language, ethnicity, religion, common history, myths, symbols, geographic
boundaries).
Several conclusions could be drawn from this brief interpretation of survey
data. Firstly, the economic crisis seems to erode the EU’s image and the solidarity
with the European Union. Secondly, the EU system of governance is not part of
citizens’ daily life, even if the arenas of intervention and political competences of
the European Union are constantly increasing. For many European citizens the
European Union is still an abstract concept. Thirdly, the positive perceptions and
the identification with the EU increase with higher level of education, a higher
knowledge of the EU and it tends to decline with the augmentation of the age.
Social status seems to determine the perceptions of the EU- citizens from upper
classes are always more positive and define themselves as Europeans.
For people to feel European, the European Union institutions have to
become more meaningful and inclusive for ordinary citizens. The main challenge
for the EU integration project is to invent new ways and materialize in practice a
sense of belonging with Europe.

References:
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Education in Transition: a Way to Democratic Citizenship and
Common Identity in the post-Soviet Moldova
Sanda-Daniela ALEXEICIUC

Abstract. The paper explains the situation when Communist government in Moldova had
replaced the existing national history textbook series with integrated history of Moldova in
2003 that collapsed national history and world history into a single course. The paper shows
the investigating the textbooks that been met with mass street demonstrations, public
opposition and skepticism, and fierce criticism. Building on the special role that Moldovans
assign to their history textbooks, this paper analyzes the debates surrounding these
textbooks as a means of understanding both the broader controversies related to the
writing and teaching of a national history and the role of history education in constructing a
cohesive Moldovan citizenry and furthering democratization of Moldovan society. The use
of terms “citizenship” and “national identity” are also explained in this paper as well UN,
Council of Europe and Ministry of education recommendations for teachers to improve
their teaching methods. The paper indicates what needs to be done like international
development analysts, economic, political as well democratic citizenship improvement.

Keywords: History, government, textbooks, minority, teachers

Introduction
“Education is a better safeguard of liberty than a standing army”.
Edward Everett.
National history textbooks have become highly controversial in all of the
post-Soviet countries, where concepts of the nation and national identity remain
contested and Moldova is not an exception here. “Romanization” of history
textbooks in Moldova – from the alphabet to the interpretation of major historical
events – took a whole decade from 1991 to 2001 until a new government chosen a
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new stance. Since coming to power, the Communist1 government in Moldova has
made proposals to replace the existing national history textbook series, History of
the Romanians2with a new series, first History of Moldova (proposed in 2002), then
Integrated History (proposed in 2003). The latter textbook would collapse national
history and world history into a single course. The proposals have been met with
mass street demonstrations, public opposition and skepticism, and fierce criticism
and resistance from the intellectual elite. There have been several approaches to
investigating the textbook debate in Moldova3. Stefan Ihrig4 and Wim Van Meurs5
have done meticulous analyses of the content of the textbooks to reveal their
biases and shortcomings. The recent studies by Moldovan scholars are of particular
interest for this essay as well6. However, they cannot be examined in isolation
1

This government (2001–09) was Communist only in the ‘flag color’ of course but liberalunsuccessful in its political practice
2
The titles History of the Romanians and Integrated History often cause confusion because
they refer to the school subject and the textbook series. Unlike the curriculum in some
Western high schools, Moldovan students take a national history course every year.
Although each grade level studies a different historical period, the textbooks are called
History of the Romanians and subtitled for the particular grade level.
3
To be more understandable and provable I have strictly minimized the use of sources in
Romanian language and concentrated instead on the relevant books and articles written
in English.
4
Ihrig, Stefan The Hyperreality of the Empty Page: Disappeared Ethnic Minorities in the
History Textbooks of Turkey and of the Republic of Moldova. Anural Antim 6 (Journal of
the Young Historians Association of Moldova); Ihrig, Stefan Romanianism vs. Moldovanism
– National Identity asNegotiated in History Teaching in Moldova. Paper presented at
Tenth Annual Meeting for the Association for the Study of Nationalities. New York:
Columbia University, 16 April 2005.
5

Van Meurs, Wim. The Bessarabia Question in CommunistHistoriography: Nationalist and
Communist Politics in History Writing. Boulder: Eastern European Monographs, Columbia
University Press, 1995.

6

Blagodatskikh I.M Moldova i Transnistria v poeskahsvaeiistorii of "their" stories / / Starae I
novae obrazi v savrimenahuchebnikahistorii :Rosia I strain Baltiki, Tentralinoi I
VostochinoiEvropi, IjnogoKavkaz, TantralinoiAzii: Nauchiniedocladi I soobshenie/ Pod red.
F. Bosmsdorfa, Gbardiugova; Fond F. Naumann; a, M: AIRO-XX, 2003 p 192-205; Tvic I.
NatanalinaiaistoriaMoldovi:
modeliosmisleniiaproslava//Natanalinieistoriinapostsovedskomprastranstve- II/ Pod red.
F. Bosmsdorfa G. Bordiugova; M: Fond FridrihaNaumanna AIRO XXI , 2009 s. 51-83
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because history textbooks in Moldova are not merely books. For the country’s
leading historians, the textbooks are the source of a revival and restoration of the
country’s ethnic Romanian identity. For the government, they are the means to
instill patriotism in the country’s youth, which will consolidate society and lead the
way for future European integration. Education specialists believe the history
textbooks will teach young Moldovans important citizenship skills, such as critical
thinking. Some history teachers see the textbooks as an aid in the formation of a
strong citizenry; others believe the books help correct the wrongs of the Soviet era.
The teaching and learning of history has undeniable importance and serves a
particular socializing function in Moldovan society. Although their purposes of
history education and their concepts of the nation and national identity differ,
government officials, historians, education specialists, and teachers alike consider
history education to be a cornerstone of societal development. As such, they have
endowed it with the weighty purposes of transmitting ideas about the nation and
the state, and of creating and maintaining national identity and citizenship.
Regardless of the perceived failure of Soviet education to create the idealized
“Homo Sovieticus,” the belief in the power of public schooling, and specifically the
teaching of a national history to imbue a sense of national unity, has not been
diminished.
Building on the special role that Moldovans assign to their history
textbooks, this study analyzes the debates surrounding these textbooks as a means
of understanding both the broader controversies related to the writing and
teaching of a national history and the role of history education in constructing a
cohesive Moldovan citizenry and furthering democratization of Moldovan society.
This traces the complexities of re-writing history after communism7 and the
purpose of history education in society at an institutional level and, more
importantly, “from below.”
The analysis of the history textbook debate in Moldova has uncovered a
crossroads of contested national identities, educational hierarchies, and competing
political agendas. The argument of this essay is that these three factors are central
to the textbook controversy and have negative implications for the development of
a national history in post-Soviet Moldova. These factors, which hinder the reform
of history education, also represent substantial challenges to education for

7

I prefer the definition of state socialism for its analytical clarity but for the methodological
purpose will use the term ‘communism’.
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democratic citizenship and, most importantly, act as impediments to the further
democratization of Moldovan society.
The first factor of contested national identities refers to the disagreement
between the government and the intellectual elite on the definition of the
Moldovan nation and national identity. The government supports the concept that
Moldova and Moldovans are ethnically independent, as a nation and a people,
from Romania and Romanians. To the government, “Moldovan” is both an ethnic
and civic identity. In contrast, a number of ‘privileged’ historians, who also write
the history textbooks, believe Moldova to be a part of larger Romanian nation. For
them, “Moldovan,” in the ethnic sense, was constructed by the Soviets and is
therefore artificial. So they trace the origins of these differing concepts and show
how the opposing groups use history to legitimate their positions. Anyway I do not
think that these positions adequately reflect how most Moldovans identify
themselves. Teachers from this study identified as both Moldovan and Romanian;
the former represented a civic and local ethnic identity whereas the latter
represents a larger ethnic identity. This local ethnic identity took the form of
Moldovan being a regional variation of Romanian. It is undetermined as to how the
general populace defines “Moldovan.” The discord over national identity between
the government and historians has prevented the creation of a national history,
which is an obstacle to the development of a cohesive democratic citizenry.
The Soviet legacy of educational hierarchies is the second factor to be
examined in the textbook debate. Although the Soviet education system was
perceived as unsuccessful in creating a new Soviet people, it was successful in
establishing a pattern of history writing and teaching. Researches show that the
development of history education in post-communist Moldova mirrors Soviet-style
hierarchical control over the creation and dissemination of historical knowledge.
The perpetuation of this hierarchy counteracts the state’s attempts to democratize
and reform history education. The interviews with teachers and the classroom
observations show that the hierarchies have excluded teachers from the reform
process and made them distrustful towards the government. The teachers’ distrust
diminishes the state’s role in fostering a civic identity through public schooling and
this potential absence of education for citizenship threatens to slow
democratization.
The third factor, competing political agendas, refers to the politicization of
the textbook debate by the government and the intellectual elite. Both groups have
used the sensitive issue of history education as a pretext to further their own
agendas. The government insists that the new history textbooks embody a
14
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“patriotic education,” which will form loyal and democratic citizens. The
involvement of the Communist party and references to history education in their
political rhetoric have created distrust and suspicion among the history teachers,
who reject the debate on the grounds that it is “political.” The government’s
emphasis on “patriotism” is undemocratic because it calls for an ethnic assimilation
and it is reminiscent of Soviet decrees. This politicization undermines the state’s
attempts at education for a democratic citizenship and, again, this impedes further
democratization.
Terminological digression
The use of terms “citizenship” and “national identity” need to be clarified for the
purpose of this essay. The terms citizenship and national identity are used the
manner in which Moldovans employ them. Moldovans maintain the use of Soviet
era terminology to refer to their national or ethnic identity. Soviet peoples had
Soviet citizenship but they retained a “personal nationality,” which may or may not
have corresponded with their place of residence8. A man may have been a citizen
of the Moldavian SSR but the “nationality” in his passport may have read
“Ukrainian.” Today, Moldovans use the term “national identity” *identitate
nationala] to describe their ethnic identity and not their participation of different
ethnic groups. The teachers are rejecting Western notions of multiculturalism
because they cannot see how it applies to their environment. Simple questions like
“What is a minority?” and “Why do minorities need to be in history books?” are
one way to begin this discussion. In addition, if the teachers are distrustful of the
government, then minority voices unrelated to the government should be heard.
The debate over history textbooks can be de-politicized by opening up the debate
to citizens outside of Chisinau, who are not involved in “politics.”
Education for Democratic Citizenship
Regardless of one’s definition of democracy, public education is both a
requirement of democratic participation and a democratic attribute as well. In a
broad sense, formal and informal education transmits virtues associated with
democratic life, some of which may include: liberty, equality, justice, community,
tolerance, and civility. Education also transmits specialized information or
knowledge about individual responsibility to a democratic political system, such as
electoral processes or tax collection, as well as transmitting skills to participate in
8

Brubaker, Rogers. Nationalism Reframed. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996.
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this society. These skills should include “critical thinking, cooperation, initiative,
communication, and rational judgment skills” as a minimum basis for democratic
participation9. Education is both a functional and an essential attribute of
democracy. Amy Gutmann explains that education is a “distinctive virtue of a
democratic society, [because] it authorizes citizens to influence how their society
reproduces itself’10.
Although democratic education may occur in all spheres of life from
families to civic associations, schools are the primary vehicle for this education
because schooling affects almost all citizens. In some cases, such as the United
States, there has been a steady decline of democratic participation regardless of
widespread public schooling11. This does not discount in any way the importance of
schooling in preparing democratic citizens. Noel McGinn argues that schools share
some but not all of the blame for declining participation in the United States. In
schools, there has been an increased emphasis on individual achievement, which
reduces social solidarity. In addition, the time devoted to civic education and the
quality of civic education has deteriorated. Yet schools do not share all of blame
because “other institutions now preach an antidemocratic message and... the
decline of political participation is a result of learning from these institutions”12. As
other institutions may waver in their democratic principles, communities must
depend upon schools to provide an education for democracy.
Will Kymlickaelaborates:
“...we cannot rely on the market, the family, or the associations of civil
society to teach civic virtue. People will not automatically learn to engage
in public discourse, or to question authority, in any of these spheres, since
these spheres are often held together by private discourse and respect
for authority. This suggests that schools must teach children how to

9

Miller, Cynthia L. Rethinking Citizenship Frameworks: Education for Citizenship Practice,
not Citizenship Status. Education in Russia, the Independent States and Eastern Europe.
Vol. 17, no. 1 (Spring) 1999, p. 30.
10
Gutmann, Amy. Democratic Education. Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999, p. 15.
11
Putnam, Robert D. Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community.New
York: Simon and Schuster, 2000.
12

McGinn, Noel F. Education, Democratization and Globalization: A Challenge for
Comparative Education. Comparative Education Review Vol. 40, no. 4 (November), 1996 p.
349.
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engage in critical reasoning and moral perspective that defines public
reasonableness”13.
Kymlicka’s argument that individuals do not “automatically learn” to be
democratic, and children must be taught how to engage in critical reasoning will
resonate in the discussion of the challenges to education for citizenship in the
following sections.
Martin Camoy and Joel Samoff s work on education reform projects in the
developing world further confirm the singular importance of schooling and its
impact on changing a national consciousness. In their study of five developing
countries, they show that education movements, such as literacy campaigns and
mass education, have been able “to achieve some change in *political+
consciousness”14. In the concluding paragraph of the book, they comment that “the
nature of the state determines the character of education, the schools”15. This
observation will also resonate in the following discussion of disconnect between
what the Moldovan government preaches and what it practices.
It must first be clarified that “citizenship” refers to a civic identity and a sense of
belonging to a state. It does not refer to the assimilation of multiple ethnic groups
into a single national category. The concept of citizenship for education has been
intentionally reduced to a thin definition that encompasses the minimum yet
essential requirements for democratic participation. Moldovan officials have
frequently used the terms “education,” “democratic,” and “citizenship” together,
but they have yet to define what they mean or desire by education for citizenship.
Thus, a broad definition is required as not to impose any culturally particular
attributes on the specifically Moldovan context. In establishing the minimum
essential requirements for democratic participation, this study draws from
Kymlica’s four virtues of citizenship: “public spiritedness,” “a sense of justice with
the capacity to discern and respect the rights of others,” “civility and tolerance, and
a shared sense of solidarity or loyalty”. It also draws from Amy Gutmann’s concept
of deliberation, which is “the ability to deliberate, and hence to participate in
conscious social reproduction”. For the present essay education for democratic
13

Kymlicka, Will. Politics in the Vernacular: Nationalism, Multiculturalism, and Citizenship.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001, p. 303.

14

Carnoy, Martin and Joel Samoff.Education and Social Transitions in the Third
World.Princeton: Princeton University Press.1990, p. 370.

15

Op. cit. p. 380.
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citizenship is defined as the striving of the state to instill democratic virtues,
knowledge, and skills in all its youth as a means to form adults who are prepared to
participate in a democratic society, and are knowledgeable of their responsibilities
as democratic citizens.
The challenges to education for citizenship also reflect challenges to the
further democratization of Moldovan society. Since the end of the Cold War,
democratization is a term that has been frequently used by various Western
researches16 in reference to the transition from communism to democracy in the
former Soviet States and Eastern European countries. (Interestingly to note that in
2012 one of these scholars17has been appointed as the US ambassador in the
Russian Federation – probably in attempt to put his pathetic desk studies into real
life). It refers to the development of a democratic political regime, but it may also
refer more broadly to the creation of a democratic society. Education is a
requirement for democratization just as it is a requirement for the maintenance of
a democracy and the content of this education matters. The Soviet experiment
proved that high-level and achieving mass schooling could be used to support any
political system. Education itself does not foster democratization (if this
democratization is needed, of course). To develop a democratic regime and civil
society, the state must sponsor education for democratic citizenship.
Democracy by Example
The first step in improving education for citizenship is to recognize and
support the link between democracy and education. This essay has shown that
Moldovans believe in the socializing power of public schooling to produce citizens.
Yet, this belief has to be broadened to encompass the idea that public schooling
must produce democratic citizens. As noted above, people do not automatically
learn to be democratic. The practice of the deliberate teaching of democratic
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Larry Is the Third Wave Over? Journal of Democracy (1996) 7.3: 20–37; Fish, Steven M.
Postcommunist Subversion: Social Science andDemocratization in East Europe and
Eurasia. Slavic Review 58, no.4 (Winter) (1999): 794–823.
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principles must the driving force for education for democratic citizenship, which
fosters broader democratization.
After the collapse of the Soviet Union and the socialist regimes of Eastern
Europe, democracy was embraced as a panacea for a range of social ills.
Democratization, along with free market capitalism, was expected to bring
economic prosperity and integration into the developed world. Moldova’s history
over the past ten years has painfully shown that economic prosperity or even
political stability has not been immediately forthcoming. Part of the problem is the
weighty expectations that are often associated with the new democratic system,
and the assumption that democracy may be adopted with minimal refinement. In
the words of the former Czech President, Vaclav Havel, “...democracy is seen as
something given, finished and complete as is, something that can be exported like
cars or television sets”18. Moldova’s previous President Voronin (in office 7 April
2001 – 11 September 2009) has acknowledged this disconnection between the
expectations associated with democracy and the effort that is required to sustain
it:
“...democracy is not a slogan... it entails responsibility and a sincere wish to
improve the situation. Democracy, if you like, is a form of political conscience.’’19
Regardless of Voronin’s proclaimed commitment to democracy, the Communist
government has a record of anti-democratic practices, such as the suppression of
free speech and intimidation of political opponents20.
Like the Communist party, the Ministry of Education readily adopts the
language associated with democratization, but does not embody it. Officials from
the Ministry have attended foreign seminars and met with Western European
specialists. From these interactions, they have decided that Integrated History is
the best alternative to History of the Romanians because it will present a
multicultural history that is more reflective of present-day Moldova, it will
18
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“consolidate society” to form a strong democratic citizenry, and it will teach
children to “think critically” and “independently.” They pepper their speeches and
decrees with these concepts but fail to demonstrate a commitment to
implementing them. Government officials claim that Integrated History will teach
students to think critically and independently, which is important to education for
citizenship because these learned characteristics enable deliberation. The officials
have failed to grasp the larger picture. Integrated History alone will not create a
young democratic generation who will one day become members of the European
Union. Democratic schools will prepare democratic citizens who think critically and
independently. Citizens who are prepared to participate in a democratic society will
further democratization.
The state can take several steps towards creating democratic schools.
First, the Ministry of Education must become transparent; they must
formulate consistent and comprehensive explanations for proposed education
reform, such as Integrated History, and include local school officials, teachers,
parents, and other stakeholders in the reform process. This should be done proactively rather than defensively. The state could have prevented much of the
criticism of Integrated History by making the process more open and inclusive from
the start of the project, instead of responding defensively to later criticism. They
could have done this easily by sponsoring public forums and workshops for
teachers to answer questions and to clarify the purpose of their reform. These
public forums could also have been an opportunity for citizens to articulate their
concerns and needs for their schools. Including more voices in the development of
public education does not only model democratic debate and consensus building
but, as Amy Gutmann argues, it is an essential democratic virtue.
The Ministry of Education should also consider establishing parent and
teacher’s associations to encourage public involvement in schooling. Parents are
involved in the care and maintenance of the child’s school but have little
involvement in educational decisions, such as school discipline, curriculum,
textbooks, and student assessment. Parent teacher associations may be viewed as
adult education because, just as children are not born democratic citizens, adults
who were raised in the Soviet era do not become democratic citizens overnight.
Adults, who become more involved in their children’s schools, may become more
involved in their communities, and thus more involved in national politics. With a
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literacy rate of over ninety-nine percent21 (data on 2007), schooling is a common
denominator in Moldovan society. Almost all Moldovans have participated as
either students or parents. Schools are an ideal institution to encourage democratic
participation. Creating parent and teacher associations is not a simple task and it
would be an entirely new endeavor for this society, which would require a
commitment on the part of the Ministry and local school authorities.
But if the government is sincerely committed to democratization, then it
must undertake these challenging yet important steps.
Patriotism and citizenship education are two prominent themes in the
government’s rational for adopting Integrated History. Some proponents of
Integrated History insist that history education must be directed at forming
patriotic citizens. Iulian, one of the Integrated authors, wished to teach children “to
love the land from where he was born.” Iulian is disconnected from the Moldovan
classroom and does not realize that teaching History of the Romanians does not
make an individual un-patriotic but rather, as some teachers suggest, it is a
constellation of other factors that influences a young person’s feelings towards
their country. If the Ministry of Education is concerned about improving the
teaching and learning of history, they should be implementing more of the Council
of Europe’s recommendations. Changing the title of the textbook was the first but
not the only recommendation. Other recommendations include: the publication of
alternative textbooks; the reform of university entrance examinations; the
establishment of a network of history educators, which includes increased and
improved in-service teacher training and workshops; the development of teacher
resources, such as teacher manuals; and increased contact with other foreign
agencies to assist in advising and supporting the education initiatives22. The
Ministry of Education officials talked about teaching students to think critically and
independently. Students do not learn from the textbooks alone, the classroom
teacher is the intermediary between the book and the pupil.
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If they want to teach children how to evaluate multiple sources and to
formulate debate and discussion, they must train the teachers to do so as well. One
of the problems with History of the Romanians was that teachers had to learn a
new subject overnight after years of forming a Soviet mentality during the USSR.
One of the NGOs once held a special summer workshop about Integrated History
with invited foreign experts and 100 teachers, but there are 2000 history teachers
in Moldova and it was not possible to invite more. I hope that they would be able
to include more teachers in the future.
If Integrated History is to be an effective teaching tool, which encourages
children to think independently, teachers must be instructed to teach differently.
Otherwise, teachers will continue to teach in their traditional method with an
emphasis on rote memorization and little or no room for discussion and critical
thinking.
The government and specifically the Ministry of Education underestimate
the capabilities, talent, and flexibility of their teachers. This study found teachers
that are willing and eager for opportunities to improve their teaching methods.
The Ministry and local NGOs should sponsor fewer seminars that merely
generate ideas for educational change and more activities that actually implement
educational change. There are numerous ways to create change with limited
resources. Teacher newsletters or peer-training workshops are two techniques that
help transmit new ideas.
Extra-curricular activities are another form of teaching and modeling
democratic principles. One school has a “Model UN team,” which travels around
the country to compete with several other schools. This was a popular after-school
club and helped its members learn about the structures and procedures of a
democratic institution. A few innovations in the field of legal education were
implemented by US teachers23.
The Council of Europe also recommended that university entrance exams
be reformed. Bribery and corruption are widespread throughout the Moldovan
education system despite the fact that the proportion of “contractual” students
who pay their own tuition fees in full (both in public and private higher education
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establishments) by 2011 was estimated as high as seventy-one percent24. Buying a
high mark for one’s university entrance exams is a commonly known but
infrequently discussed practice. Steps towards reform have been made and it has
been reported recently that teachers and administers have been caught accepting
bribes. Bribery is prevalent in all levels of education from the primary school to the
high school. If the state is concerned with creating a civically minded generation,
they must rid the schools of corruption, make grade evaluations transparent, and
teach students to be democratic citizens by example.
It will be difficult to eliminate corruption because the low teacher salary is
used as an excuse. “They have to make a living too,” is a common explanation as to
why parents continue to pay for their children’s marks. If the government cannot
afford to raise teacher salaries, then they must make corruption unlawful and
socially unacceptable. Not all Moldovan families can afford to buy their children’s
grades and university entrance exams. In fact, some migrant workers claim that
they work aboard specifically to pay for their children’s schooling. If this practice
continues, it threatens to undermine educational equality, assessment, and the
increasing number of parents who work abroad may threaten family structures.
Not only general system of education was damaged – in Moldova half of
the vocational schools were closed, mainly in smaller towns, while in
Chisinau, the number of primary vocational education students declined threefold
by 201025.
Lastly, there is an inherent contradiction in teaching “a love for one’s
country” and teaching a child to think critically and independently. If a student
learns to think critically, he or she may love the country, or not, and both feelings
have to be permitted in a democratic society. Education for citizenship has
undeniable importance in a democratic society. Yet, it must not be burdened with
the goal of teaching patriotism. The concerns of teachers that their students have
neither loyalty nor love for Moldova are real and understandable. As Moldova’s
population steadily decreases due to migration abroad, there is a pressing need to
keep young people in the country. However, the current emphasis on patriotism is
ideological, reminiscent of Soviet decrees, and sends undemocratic messages.
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After the disastrous fall of the Soviet Union, the entire fabric of society
changed in the Republic of Moldova. Statues of Lenin were torn down from the
town centers, the Moldovan lei replaced the Soviet ruble, streets named after
Soviet heroes were changed to celebrate Romanian heroes, the economy opened
to outside trade, imported goods became available in even the most remote
villages, political systems changed overnight, and in schools pupils took off their
red pioneer kerchiefs and Soviet history textbooks were replaced with History of
the Romanians.But educating young Moldovans to be part of this new society and
political system is a far greater challenge than changing the street names and the
history textbooks. Despite this, with their statements about patriotic education and
changing the history curriculum, the government implies that it is possible to
educate for democratic citizenship without modeling democracy themselves, and
without radically changing the teaching and learning of history. They blame a
textbook entitled History of the Romanians for their failure to create loyal, national
subjects. The Moldovan government, the academy, education specialists, and
teachers can work together to meet the challenges to education for democratic
citizenship and democratization by acknowledging that democratic schooling is not
a superficial endeavor restricted to a textbook. They must begin a new endeavor
with a stern commitment to inclusive, transparent, and thoughtful educational
practices at all levels of the hierarchy from the Ministry of Education in the capital
city to the classrooms in the most remote villages.
Concluding Remarks and Further Study beyond Moldova
The discussion of national identity was an important component of this
research because the disagreement between the government and the intellectual
elite over the definition of national identity is at the heart of the textbook
controversy. The introduction of this echoed Rogers Brubaker26 by discouraging an
over-emphasis on national identity because it may artificially magnify a
phenomenon that does not represent a populace. This is a call for international
development analysts, in particular representatives from Western agencies, to
move beyond the issues of national identity in diagnosing Moldova’s and the
region’s political and economic problems. Teachers from this study demonstrate
that “being Moldovan is a good and noble thing.” These teachers may hold onto a
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Romanian ethnic identity in addition to their Moldovan identity but it does not
mean that are experiencing an identity crisis.
In discussing the current research with Western aid workers and political
analysts, they frequently contribute Moldova’s economic and political woes to the
lack of a strong identity. An American aid worker involved in an economic
development project said, “Moldova is lacking a brand... they need an identity in
order to distinguish themselves in the global market.” A political consultant who
was working on political party development believed that “the Moldovan identity
crisis” contributed to a general apathy, which resulted in low voter turnout.
Although issues related to the definitions of national identity may contribute
significantly to Moldova’s slow societal development or consolidation of society,
this essay has shown that the absence of effective education for citizenship is also a
contributing factor. Just as there are deep underlying structures in Moldova’s
educational system that hinder reform, there are deep underlying structures in
other social and political systems of Moldova. Just as schools must model
democracy to teach it, the government must model democratic principles to build a
democratic society. By shedding the focus on defining Moldova’s elusive national
identity, more attention can be given to the actual practices of the government and
their role in the democratization. It is time to broaden the research questions
about Moldova and place national identity in the context of a constellation of other
factors that have hindered the development of the post-Soviet Moldovan state and
its people.
The call to end the over-emphasis on national identity in Moldova must be
extended to the larger region of the former Soviet Union. Following Eric
Hobsbawm’s call for research “from below,” research in Moldova produced
unexpected results and revealed the gap between the great weight that scholars
place on identity and the actual role that identity plays in the everyday life of the
Moldovans. This study is a marked departure from previous research because it
included the citizens’ voices in its analysis of national identity. For the teachers in
this study, their national identity was not in “crisis.” Citizens from other post-Soviet
and post-socialist countries may hold similar perspectives and, if so, these findings
would further question the way in which Western scholars approach identity in the
region and may open new research avenues. Additionally, further study from below
may aid Western policy-makers in creating more nuanced development initiatives
for the region.
The brief study of the history textbook debate was a lens in which to better
understand the obstacles to the further democratization of post-Soviet Moldova.
25
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These impediments may be found in other newly forming democracies or
democracy-like states. The lessons learned from the Moldovan case may be applied
to other new states that are confronting and shedding any lingering structural and
ideological frameworks of a previous political regime. The Moldovan example
highlights the complexities involved in the liberalization of post-Soviet states and
proves that well thought-out education for democratic citizenship is an essential
element in the transition to democracy.
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RESEARCH ARTICLES
Stigma Consciousness in the case of Romanian Roma Activists
Laura SURDU

Abstract. Roma people are often stigmatized by the members of the out-groups, the
process of stigmatization being enforced through a selection of stereotypically assigned
characteristics of the group. In the last two decades, the stigmatization of Roma was
contributed by scientists, policy makers and mass media. Stigma is a basis for social
exclusion of Roma people and it is transferred from the whole group to the individual level.
The negative labelling of the entire Roma group affects identity and stigma consciousness
for each individual Roma. This paper addresses ethnic stigma consciousness in a sample of
96 Roma activists, women and men. The results show that stigma consciousness is highly
present among Roma participants from the sample, although there are not significant
differences between Roma women and Roma men regarding ethnic stigma consciousness.
Keywords:Romani identity, Roma activists, stigma consciousness, ethnic stereotypes

Roma were acknowledged as a national minority in many European
countries and are often defined as a transnational ethnic group both by academics
and politicians. The size of the Roma population greatly differs across different
estimators but the general consensus in academia and policy circles is that the
current size of the Roma population in Europe is much higher than the censuses
reveal. In this regard, Roma are considered an elusive, hidden population that
avoid identification in census or other official contexts because of fear of
stigmatization and discrimination. Historically, Roma have been and continue to be
a highly discriminated population in relation to employment, housing, and access
to education and health.
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Romania is asserted to be the country with the highest number of Roma in
Europe: while the 2011 census record 619,000 Roma people1, academic and policy
estimation put their number to 1,5 - 2 million. Linguistic research starting in the XIX
century has been asserting an Indian origin of Roma with subsequent migration
waves in Europe some more than 1000 years ago. More recently, genetic research
on Roma purports to strength of the linguistic Indian connexion of European Roma
population (Kalaydjieva, Gresham, and Calafel, 2001, Mendizabal et al., 2011). After
the fall of communist regimes in Central and Eastern Europe a set of social policies
targeted on Roma were introduced, policies which were to a certain extent already
in place in Western Europe. Some of the policies may have benefits if we consider
for instance the policy of affirmative action in Romania, introduced in the ’90s,
which reserved places to be granted to Roma in high schools and universities
(Surdu and Szira, 2009). However, these measures also have the unfortunate
potential to reinforce the stigmatization of the Roma people.
In the last two decades, the discourse about Roma flourished, being
influenced by the academics and policymakers and strengthened by the massmedia. Roma is no doubt a marginalized and discriminated group, which often is
stereotypically treated and stigmatized by the members of the out-groups
(Lucassen, 1990, Bancroft, 2005, Cahn, 2007). Moreover, Roma is a political and
socially constructed category that gets discussed in the mainstream discourse but
Roma people themselves do not play a significant role in this discourse (Simhandl,
2006). Thus, Roma become a visible and “objective” category whose borders were
settled mainly from the outside. The social scientists have their own contributions
in creating a homogeneous and negative image of Roma based on the biased
perception of the majority (Csepeli and Simon, 2004). This paper does not address
how the stigmatization of Roma came out but rather how Roma themselves are
dealing with their associated stigma.
The stigma related to an individual or a group has negative consequences
that affect beliefs, self-perceptions, self-confidence, self-esteem, identification with
the group, and social interactions (Levin and Van Laar, 2006). Social psychological
research (Pinel and Paulin, 2005, Tropp and Pettigrew, 2005, Schmader and Lickel,
2006, Salvatore and Shelton, 2007) points out that the effects of stigma on
1

According with 2011 Romania census, provisional results, Roma people represent 3,2%
from the total population - source in Romanian language accessed on Aptil,25, 2013,
http://www.recensamantromania.ro/wpcontent/uploads/2012/02/Comunicat_DATE_PROVIZORII_RPL_2011_.pdf
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individuals depend of the type of stigma2, the individual characteristics of those
who experience stigma, and the group characteristics. Not all individuals or all
members of a specific group experience in the same way that “spoiled identity” of
which Goffman (1963) made us aware. There are individuals who adapt easier to a
stigmatized identity and sometimes successfully so, whereas for others selfconsciousness about their stigmatized status becomes chronic and detrimental
(Pinel&Bosson, 2013). Moreover, the members of a group bearing a stigma are
affected not only by their own personal encounters with stigma, but also anticipate
and are influenced by the stigma suffered by the members of their in-group
(Schmader and Lickel, 2006).
The mere self-ascription to a specific minority group (ethnic, religious,
occupational, sexual etc.) generates stigma. Leo Lucassen (1990) argues that stigma
can stimulate the formation of a group itself and with this, the formation of ethnic
consciousness. Lucassen calls this process of a group ethnic formation
minoritisation, and argues that it characterizes the Gypsies, but also other
minorities all over the world. As Lucassen (1999) described, the phenomenon of
minoritisation has two phases: “Two aspects of ‘stigmatisation’ are distinguished
for analytical purposes: a) the dissemination of negative ideas about a specific
group (stigma) by an authoritative body; and b) the attachment of this stigma on
specific groups (labelling).” (p.1) The author proved with examples from the history
of Netherland and other neighbouring countries that Gypsies, as a group with an
ethnic and powerful negative stigma attached to it, are the result of social
construction of the authorities from XIX century. Nowadays, the name of the group
was changed from Gypsy to Roma, but the stigma continues to be attached to the
group by the authorities (policymakers, academics, police, and politicians) and,
consequently, continues to be reinforced by the majority.
To demonstrate that stigma depends on social power asymmetries of
different groups, Link and Phelan (2011) bring examples from history which
highlight the difference in terms of power between those who stigmatize and those
who are stigmatized and argue that the power is always with the first. Kurzban and
Leary (2001) see stigma as a basis for social exclusion of a group as a whole. This
2

E. Goffman (1963) identifies three types of stigma: 1. due to physical deformities, 2. due to
weaknesses of the individual character (such as mental disorder, imprisonment, addiction,
alcoholism, homosexuality, unemployment, suicidal attempts, and radical political
behaviour) and 3. tribal stigma of race, nation, and religion which can be hereditary
transmitted.
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process of stigmatization is arbitrarily assigned throughout history. Individuals
ascribe negative and positive characteristics to different groups and with time they
begin to have beliefs that members of some groups are inferior in some aspects to
others in order to rationalise their beliefs and to justify social status inequalities.
This way, the negative image of a group become naturalised and legitimized
together with the stereotypes associated to that group. Moreover, the members of
stigmatized groups even themselves start to believe that the stereotyping of their
group is natural and legitimate (stereotype internalisation). The individuals who are
part of the stigmatized groups even they do not possess the negative
characteristics which are the subject of stigma are also considered as sharing the
stigma. For instance, a common stereotype is that Roma are stealing. From here is
derived the stereotyped and the <legitimate>judgement that (all) Roma are
stealing (or that Roma are thieves). While the ethnic group is a socio-political
construction and, consequently, it is just an abstract concept, the individuals are
real in their individualities and life circumstances and could be affected by the
group stereotypes. But nevertheless, they suffer from the transfer of stigma from
the group to the individual level: the greatest harm on individual Roma is that of
the negative labelling of the entire Roma group.
People who experience the stereotypes allocated to a whole stigmatize
group can be self-conscious or not about their associated stigma. The intensity of
consciousness fluctuates from one individual to another, depending on the type of
stigma and of personal factors (age, education, race, religion, gender etc.). The
consciousness of stigma is accompanied by what Steele (1999) found as being the
threat of stereotype, which is threat of being treated as having a stigma. Empirical
studies (Steele and Quinn, 1999, Steele and Aronson, 1995, Brown and Pinel, 2003)
show that a stereotype which is negatively acknowledged affects the performance
in tasks’ accomplishment. Pinel (1999) introduced the concept of stigma
consciousness to refer to differences in the extent to which people concentrate on
their stigmatized status. Individuals with higher levels of stigma consciousness
tend to believe that negative stereotypes about their group are emerging when
they interact with members of the out-group and, generally, their stigmatized
status is always on their mind. In contrast, individuals with lower levels of stigma
consciousness, although they aware of the negative stereotypes of their group,
tend not to allocate an important role to their stigmatized status in their
interactions with members of the out-group. Importantly, people who are high in
stigma consciousness do not necessarily endorse the stigma ascribed to them and
their fellow group members. Pinel (1999) documented a series of studies that
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illustrate cognitive and interpersonal implications of stigma consciousness.
Participants high in stigma consciousness perceive more discrimination directed
toward them personally than do participants low in stigma consciousness.
Moreover, people high in stigma consciousness seem more vulnerable to the
effects of stereotype threat. Consider Brown and Pinel (2003), who observed that
women skilled in mathematics demonstrated poorer results on a mathematic test
when they were told that the results of the test vary by gender (conformity to
gender roles), but only if they were also high in stigma consciousness. The following
empirical research on Roma uses the concept of stigma consciousness advanced by
Pinel (1999). We started with the assumption that Roma women have higher
stigma consciousness levels than men, presumably because Roma women are the
targets of discrimination toward the Roma as well as targets of the discrimination
directed toward women.
Methodological aspects
The current research uses an adapted version of Stigma Consciousness
Questionnaire (SCQ) developed by Pinel (1999). The ten items of the questionnaire
asked participants to state their agreement or disagreement (on a 7-point Likert
scale) with statements that describe the degree to which the stereotypes about
their reference group affect them and influence their interactions with members of
the out-group (majority population). I created two versions of the questionnaire,
one for Roma men and the other for Roma women, with the only difference
between the two questionnaires being the gender reference. In addition to the 10
stigma consciousness items, I included five supplementary items: age, education
level, the knowledge of Romani language and a question about whether the
subjects consider themselves or not as being Roma activists. The data were
collected online through a specialized surveys website (eSurveysPro) from October
– December, 2011. The respondents were been assured of the anonymity of their
answers.
The limits of the research are given by the characteristics of the sample
which is relatively small as number of cases, but also by the online application of
the questionnaire which inevitably lack the benefits of face-to-face application
where the interview operator can provide feedback and clarifications. On the other
hand, the online application which brings a higher level of trust in the sincerity of
the given answers had increased the guaranty of anonymity.
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Characteristics of the sample
The research sample was one of convenience and thus may not be
representative of the entire population of Roma activists from Romania. The
sample consists of 96 participants, 50 Roma men and 46 Roma women. The
participants were most likely active in virtual group discussions on Roma topics,
because the questionnaire was advertised through a network of Roma activists. All
persons self-identifying as Roma were eligible to participate.
The largest number of the subjects (72.9%) has degrees in higher
education. The education level of the respondents is presented in Graph 1 below.
Graph 1: The education level

The occupational structure of the respondents, as can be seen Graph 2
below, has the main category of public servants with higher education (36.5%)
while 19.8% of the subjects choose the answer <other occupation>, 16.7% are
freelancers or self-employed, 10.4% are students and 9.4% are public servants
graduates of secondary education.
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Graph2: Occupational structure
The age structure presented in Graph 3 below shows that subjects aged

between 26 - 45 years represent 60.4% from the total of the sample.

Graph 3: Age structure
In regard with the knowledge of Romani language, the sample is almost
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split in half: 53.1% of the participants know or speak Romani language, while 46.9%
of them do not know or do not speak this language.
Most of the participants (83.3%) are considering themselves Roma activists
(84% men and 82.6% women), while 16.7% of the respondents decline such a
quality.
Findings and discussion
The positioning of the participants to the questionnaire’ items
The first statement from the questionnaire (1.Stereotypes about Roma /
Roma women affect me personally) has an average value of 4.79, being placed in
the relative agreement zone of the scale. More than half of the subjects (56.3%) are
considered themselves affected by the stereotypes about Roma. In the
disagreement zone of the scale there are only 20.8% of the respondents that have
rather negative answers in regard with the statement 1.
The second statement (2.I always worry that my behaviours will be viewed
as stereotypically as being specific for a Roma / Roma woman) has a mean of 3.30,
being placed in the area of relative disagreement of the scale. 56.3% of the subjects
are in disagreement with this statement (in various degrees), while 35.5% agree
with the enouncement. This placement of the participants in regard with the
second statement indicates a tendency among the majority of them not to consider
an issue that their behaviourcould be interpreted particularly in ethnic terms.
For the third item (3.When interacting with others, I feel like they interpret
all my behaviours in terms of the fact that I am a Roma men / Roma women) the
average value is 3.68, the answers being placed in the relatively disagreement zone
of the scale. 46.9% of the subjects consider that other people are interacting with
them without judging their behaviours as being caused by their ethnicity. In other
words, for these subjects the interethnic exchanges are not necessarily seen as
being the results of the ethnic identity. If we eliminate from the analysis the neutral
cases (16 subjects who choose the answer neither yes, nor no) it results that
56.25% of the subjects are rather in disagreement with this third statement.
The forth statement (4.Most people are judging Roma / Roma women on
the basis of their ethnicity) registered a mean of 5.48, being thus in a relatively
strong agreement zone. The most of the participants (82.4%) believe that the
majority of the population are primarily evaluating Roma by their ethnic
characteristics.
The fifth item (5.The fact that I am Roma / Roma woman does influence
how women / men act with me) underlines the interaction with the persons from
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the opposite gender. The mean of 4.25 places the answers to this item rather in the
neutral part of the scale. 44.7% of the subjects are in the agreement part of the
scale, while 29.2% of the respondents are in the disagreement zone.
A percentage of 55.2 of the participants are in disagreement with the sixth
item (6.I almost think about the fact that I am Roma / Roma woman when I interact
with others), which show that they do not take into consideration their ethnicity
when interact with others. The average for the entire sample is 3.35, which points
out a disagreement tendency with this statement.
For the seventh statement (7.The fact that I am Roma / Roma woman does
influence how people act with me) the average for the entire sample is 4.11, so the
item is placed in the neutral part of the scale: 49% of the subjects are rather in
agreement with the content of this item, while 47% of the respondents rather
disagree that ethnicity influences the way others interact with Roma.
The eighth statement (8.Most people have a lot more stereotypes towards
Roma / Roma women than they actually express) has an average of 5.66 being in
the relatively strong agreement part of the scale. Thus, 84.4% of the participants
believe that most of the people have more Roma related stereotypes than they
currently express.
The average of the sample for ninth item (9.I often think that people are
unfairly accused of being prejudiced towards Roma / Roma women) is 3.31, most of
the answers being placed rather in the disagreement zone of the scale. Thus, 61.5%
of the participants consider that people are often unfairly accused of having
prejudices against Roma, which show that these respondents believe that people
have real biases in regard with Roma.
The tenth item (10.Most people have problems viewing Roma / Roma
women as equals with them) recorded the highest percentage (88.5%) of subjects
in agreement with it. A percentage of 68.7% of the respondents <agree> or
<strongly agree> with the content of the tenth item, that majority of the people are
not seeing Roma as their equals.
To resume the most important findings from the analysis of the averages for
the ten items of the questionnaire, the following conclusions could be drawn:
 88.5% of the subjects believe that majority of the people are perceiving
Roma as not being equals with them
 84.4% consider that majority of the people have in fact more prejudices
against Roma than express
 82.4% of the respondents acknowledge that majority of the people are
assessing Roma based on their ethnic characteristics
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61.5% of the participants think that, generally, people have real prejudices
against Roma
56.3% of the respondents admit that the stereotypes about Roma are
affecting them personally
56.3% of the subjects are not worry that their behaviours could be
interpreted as being specific for Roma, and
55.2% are not thinking frequently to their ethnic appurtenance when
interacting with the others

Ethnic stigma - zones of comfort, discomfort and neutrality
I used the alpha coefficient (Cronbach) for measuring the internal consistency
for the 10 items that operationalize the concept of stigma consciousness. In the
case of our sample the value of alpha coefficient for the 10 items is 0.84, which
points out to a good internal consistency of the set of tested items. For checking
the unidimensionality of the stigma consciousness construct I have done a factor
analysis which shows that the first factor has an initial eigen value considerable
higher (4.36) than the other items (between 0.27 and 1.17). The first item has 44%
of the total variance, which suggests that the scale of the 10 items is
unidimensional.
The below Graph 4 presents the sample averages for the 10 items for the 96
participants (Roma men and Roma women). The agreement level of the 10 items
was measured on a 7-point Likert scale which takes values ranged from 1 (Strongly
disagree) to 7 (Strongly agree). As the average values for the answers to the 10
statements are distanced from the value 4 (Neither agree, nor disagree), which is
the middle neutral point of the scale, it results that the participants have a welldefined position (being in agreement or in disagreement) in regard with the items
of the questionnaire. It could be identified three classes of enouncements,
depending on their position based on the average value of the answers: 1.
Agreement zone; 2. Neutral zone, and 3. Disagreement zone.
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Graph 4: Average and standard deviation values for the 10 items

A first class of statements is composed by the three items (4, 8 and 10)
which recorded highest values in the agreement zone. What this class of high value
items has in common is the fact that in all the three statements the reference is to
a majority which is viewed in opposition with Roma minority. The subjects agree
that the majority (non Roma population) have stereotypes towards Roma, have
problems viewing Roma as their equals, and are judging Roma based on their
ethnicity. In general, Roma participants in the survey are thinking that non Roma
people are placed in a confrontational position toward them, have prejudices
against Roma, and treat them discriminatory in every day interactions. All these
attitudes and behavioursseems to be the result of perceiving Roma as a group
placed entirely on an inferior position in the societal hierarchy. The positioning of
this class of the three statements on the agreement zone of Likert scale indicates a
high ethnic stigma consciousness of the subjects of the sample.
The items 5 and 7 are placed in the neutral part of the Likert scale, the
subjects being neither in agreement nor disagreement with them. The two
statements in the neutral category have in common the fact of being descriptors of
the interactions among people. In the item 5 is taken into consideration the
interaction between Roma men and Roma women and their non Roma
counterparts, while in the item 7 are considered people in general. This placing of
the two items in the neutral zone of the scale shows that for the respondents, the
interactions with other people are directed by neutrality and not by stigma
consciousness. In other words, stigma consciousness of Roma activists from our
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sample is not spontaneously updated in their interactions with non Roma (men and
women). This result should be carefully treated given our particular sample
structure which consists on Roma people who usually are acquainted in social
interactions with non Roma, inclusive in the working environments.
Three items (2, 6 and 9) recorded highest values in the disagreement zone.
Items 2 and 6 are strengthening the idea that Roma subjects from the sample have
a good self-presentation and self-esteem in their interactions with others. For
Roma activists from our sample stigma consciousness is not freely actualised in the
relationships with non Roma people. The score obtained for the item 9 is
confirming the first class of utterances (agreement zone) and more precisely the
idea that our participants are seeing the non Roma majority having prejudices
against Roma.
Differences in the sample due to the age and Romani language knowledge
The percentage of Romani language speakers who are in an agreement
with the statement 1 (Stereotypes about Roma / Roma women affect me
personally) is 15.6%, being two times less than the percentage of the subjects who
do not speak Romani language (29.4%). The statement 1 also records different
results depending on the subjects’ age. Thus, 37.5% of the young subjects (under
35 years) <agree> and <strongly agree> with the statement no.1, while 66.6% of
the respondents from the age group 36-45 years are giving the similar answers. In
the age group of over 46 years, 57.1% of the subjects also <agree> and <strongly
agree> with the first statement. The opinion differences among the age groups
suggest that in the age interval of 36-45 years are, comparatively, more persons
that felt themselves affected by Roma related stereotypes.
I analyse next the statements 4, 8 and 10, which have averages placed in
the agreement zone of the Likert scale. Thus, for the item 4 (Most people are
judging Roma / Roma women on the basis of their ethnicity) there are no significant
differences when the item is cross tabulated with the variables of Romani language
knowledge, age and having the quality of Roma activist.
The analysis of the eight statement (Most people have a lot more
stereotypes towards Roma / Roma women than they actually express) by the
variable age shows that in the segment of 36-45 years most of the persons (81.4 %)
<agree> and <strongly agree> with the item. In the age interval of up to 35 years,
71.1% of the respondents are placed in the agreement zone and for the age over
46 years, 52.3% of the subjects are in the same situation of agreement. It could be
concluded that for the middle age group the ethnic marker is more heavily felt in
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shaping the stigma consciousness. The Romani language knowledge and the Roma
ethnic activism did not produce significant differences in the case of the eight
statement.
The presence of stigma consciousness
For testing the null hypothesis (that of no relation between ethnic stigma
and the subjects from our sample) we have used the t test of statistical significance.
Therefore, we used the t test for comparing the averages for the 10 items with a
neutral value (value 4, neither agree nor disagree) which would be equivalent with
an average of a population which is neutral in relation with stigma consciousness.
The aim of t test application is to check whether the averages resulted from the
sample are statistical significant in relation with the averages of a population that is
stigma consciousness neutral. In the Table 1 below we provide the t test values for
each of the 10 items.
Table 1
COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE AVERAGES OF THE 10 ITEMS AND THE NEUTRAL VALUE (value 4,
neither agree nor disagree) (n=96)
T
df
P
Item 1
3.839
95
.000
Item 2
-3.198
95
.002
Item 3
-1.603
95
.112
Item 4
11.108
95
.000
Item 5
1.330
95
.187
Item 6
-3.375
95
.001
Item 7
.603
95
.548
Item 8
11.108
95
.000
Item 9
-3.865
95
.000
Item 10
13.484
95
.000
The sample average is statistically significant for the following 7 items from
the questionnaire: 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9 and 10. For the seven of the tenth items of the
questionnaire, at a statistical significance level p < 0.05, the average of each of
them is statistical significantly different in comparison with the average of a
population which is hypothetically neutral in regard with the ethnic stigma
consciousness. In other words, for the seven of the ten items it could be stated that
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there is a relationship between the ethnic stigma consciousness and the
respondents from our sample.
For 3 items (3, 5 and 7) the average of the sample is not statistically
significant. At a statistical significance level of p < 0.05 for these 3 items the
average of the sample is not significantly different from the average of a neutral
population in regard with ethnic stigma.
In conclusion, for 7 items (1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9 and 10) we can reject the null
hypothesis and we can accept the alternative hypothesis, namely that there is a
relationship between the ethnic stigma and the sample population of subjects who
self-identify themselves as Roma.
The lack of gender differences in stigma consciousness
In what follows we will test the main assumption of our research, that the
level of ethnic stigma consciousness is higher for Roma women than for Roma men.
The null hypothesis assumes that there is no gender differences in regard with
ethnic stigma consciousness for the population in our sample. For testing the null
hypothesis we choose to apply the t test for comparing the averages of the 10
items for the two samples (women and men). The Table 2 below provides the
results of applying the t test for the independent samples of women and men. I
defined with 0 male gender (n=50) and with 1 the female gender (n=46).
I checked the assumption of equal variances in the two samples (women
and men) by using the Levene test. As it can be seen in the Table 6 below, for the
all 10 items, the test F Levene is not statistically significant for a chosen significance
level of p < 0.05, which implies that the assumption of equal variances is not
violated and therefore the equal variances condition is assumed for the t test and
other associated statistics.
Table 2
COMPARISON BETWEEN ROMA MEN AND WOMEN FOR 10 ITEMS WHICH MEASURE THE ETHNIC
STIGMA CONSCIOUSNESS (n=50 men and n=46 women)
Item
Average Dev. std. t
Df
P
Item 1
.143
94
.887
Men
4.82
2.15
Women
4.76
1.88
Item 2
-.581
94
.562
Men
3.18
2.06
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Women
3.43
2.22
Item 3
-.680
94
.498
Men
3.56
2.01
Women
3.82
1.80
Item 4
.390
94
.697
Men
5.54
1.19
Women
5.43
1.43
Item 5
-.497
94
.620
Men
4.16
1.82
Women
4.34
1.87
Item 6
.684
94
.496
Men
3.48
1.87
Women
3.21
1.88
Item 7
1.577
94
.118
Men
4.40
1.86
Women
3.80
1.83
Item 8
-.046
94
.963
Men
5.66
1.58
Women
5.67
1.35
Item 9
.628
94
.532
Men
3.42
1.77
Women
3.19
1.72
Item 10
-.560
94
.577
Men
5.60
1.26
Women
5.73
1.16
For all of the 10 items, the t test of independence between the averages of the two
samples (Roma men and women) is not statistically significant for a significance
level of p < 0.05 (Sig. 2-tailed). Consequently, there are no significant differences
between the averages of the Roma men and Roma women samples for the checked
10 items. We can therefore reject the main assumption of our research, that of
Roma women would have a stigma consciousness higher than Roma men and we
have to accept the null hypothesis which state that there are no gender differences
in regard with the stigma consciousness of Roma activists from our sample.
Exploring alternative models of data analysis
I verified whether among the independent variables there could be better
predictors than the gender for stigma consciousness. In this regard, the variables
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gender and Romani language were re-coded in dummy variables (0 male, 1 female
for the gender and 0 speaker, 1 non-speaker for Romani language). It was further
introduced the first statement (Stereotypes about Roma / Roma women affect me
personally) as a dependent variable in a multiple regression model, while gender,
age, and Romani language (speaking / knowing Romani language) were introduced
as independent variables. It results not significant correlations between the
dependent variable (statement 1) and the three independent variables. The
multiple regression coefficient R was statistically non-significant (0.12), as well as
RA² (0.016). In the ANOVA model, the combination of the three independent
variables (gender, age, and Romani language speaking) does not significantly
(p=0.692) predict the dependent variable. I performed multiple regression using
the same three predictors for the other statements (as dependent variables) and
the results were statistically not significant. To sum up, the independent variables
from our questionnaire (gender, age, and Romani language speaking) are not
appropriate predictors for stigma consciousness of the subjects from the studied
sample.
Conclusions
The aim of the research was to verify the existence of stigma consciousness
in the specific case of the participants from the sample, which consist mainly from
Roma activists. The second assumption of the research was that Roma women
would have a higher stigma consciousness than Roma men due to the fact that
women encounter the stigma of ethnicity, which is doubled by gender associated
stigma. Data analysis shows that stigma consciousness is present among Roma
participants from the sample, but there are not significant differences between
Roma women and Roma men regarding ethnic stigma consciousness.
Conclusions of the research have to be seen with caution due to the
relative small size of the sample (96 cases) and due to its specific characteristics,
more precisely the homogeneity of socio-demographic attributes of the subjects
(level of education, occupation, Internet access and level of usage, and status of
Roma activist). Given the specific sample characteristics, the present empirical
study may pave the way for future research to explore the extent to which
acceding to higher statuses in the social hierarchy affects the Roma stigma
consciousness.
Higher than average values for the questionnaire items are recorded when
subjects report not to themselves (to their behaviour in interactions with other
people) but to others, to a majority or to a generalized other. In this respect, there
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is a high degree of agreement among Roma activists from the sample on the
existence of a majority, who is perceived as hostile, discriminatory and prejudiced
against Roma. Ethnic stigma is perceived as a failure of the majority to relate to
Roma throughout their individual attributes (which are general attributes defining
any person) and it is seen also as resulting from the majority’ obstinacy to relate to
and to consider Roma by the group characteristics rather than by their individual
attributes. Most of the subjects consider that real prejudices against Roma
advanced by the majority are more numerous than expressed. There is a belief
among respondents that the real images of Roma people held by non-Roma
majority are worse than those reflected in the public discourse or those which
manifest in interactions with Roma.
In describing the Roma ethnic stigma it could be advanced two
explanations that are not necessarily mutually exclusive. On the one hand, the
deepness of the ethnic stigma could be explained as a result of the sometime racist
attitudes of the majority population and, on the other hand, by the internalization
of ethnic stigma by the Roma themselves. There are numerous empirical studies (in
Romania, as well as in other European countries) which depict the prejudiced and
general negative attitudes of the majority towards Roma. These studies provide
evidence and confirm the discriminatory behaviour against Roma in areas such as
education, access to public health services, housing and access to employment.
Beyond the high social status of the subjects, it is possible that the status of
Roma activist implies a specific management of the ethnic stigma consciousness,
which facilitates the interethnic relations. Although the subjects are conscious of
the (negative) stereotypes of their own group, they may not consider relevant
these stereotypes in their interaction with members of the out-group. Roma
subjects from our sample tend to believe that their stigmatized ethnic status plays
a relatively less important role when interacting with non-Roma. The level of
stigma for our subjects is manageable and allow them to have unproblematic
interethnic relationships. Although the subjects of our sample have relatively high
expectations to be stereotypically treated and stigmatized when interact with
members of the majority group, these expectations do not influence their behavior
when initiate interactions or when respond to the interactions initiated by others.
The lack of differences in stigma consciousness between Roma women and
men could be eventually explained by the high level of education among the
women from the sample. The high level of education (university and post-graduate)
of women counterbalances the influence of gender on ethnic stigma consciousness.
It might be speculated that Roma women entering the field of Roma activism may
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diminish as well the stigma associated with their Roma ethnicity. In other words, a
good self-image of Roma women, which resulted from their high level of education
and activism, put them into a position of equality with Roma men with the same
level of education.
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The Market and Institutional Value Attachments to
Sustainable Return of Human Capital to Bosnia and Herzegovina

Aleksandar BOZIC

Abstract: This study explores the main characteristics of potentials and challenges
of the brain grain process in a post conflict and transitional situation, by reflecting the
various views and perspectives of the relevant stakeholders in the field o migration from
Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH). The focus is on highly skilled tertiary graduates’ returnees
from BiH and the assessment of their skills and knowledge recognition within the labour
market and public administration. The study concludes that even though it has been widely
estimated that advanced countries can significantly benefit regarding country's productivity
from temporary movements of tertiary migrants, societies that challenge serious human
capital flow can negatively value the potential benefits of the highly skilled returnees, while
their advanced skills and knowledge most likely remains unrecognized.
Keywords: return migration, brain gain, labour market, knowledge transfer, human capital

Movement of human capital
The transformation of knowledge economies globally has increased
demand for highly skilled human resources, which has been lacking in many labour
markets during the past decade. A growing request for the highly skilled and
educated workforce globally has created an increasing mobility of student’s
population, which represent a form of highly skilled individuals. It has naturally
resulted in the development of a specific migration channel, whereby individuals
enter a country to study and are subsequently recruited to work there, either
temporarily or permanently.
Student and recent graduated population may present a vital resource as
human capital, and according to a macro-level theory of international migration
flows (Massey et al., 2006: 433), this process creates movement of human capital
where ‘high skilled workers moving from capital rich to capital poor countries in
order to reap high returns on their skills in a human capital-scare environment’. In
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actual fact, the flight of human capital to other nations is a phenomenon that has
been of concern to academics and development practitioners for decades, and
more commonly referred to as "brain drain" process.(Ozden& Schiff, 2006; Massey
etal., 2003; Kosher, 2007; Perrons, 2004; Martin et al., 2007; Ean-Khoo et al., 2007).
It is traditionally viewed as the movement of highly educated and skilled
individuals—sometimes referred to as knowledge workers—from their home
countries to countries that offer them greater opportunities in aspects of
professionalism and living. Additionally, another prevalent form of brain drain can
be attached to a student's failure to return to their native countries after going
abroad to study, with the statement made that ‘those who leave are at times
among the most entrepreneurial, best educated, and brightest in the society’
(Kosher, 2007: 51).
Consequently, sending countries may face the problem of serious brain loss
of most of their educated and skilled citizens, which can result negatively in terms
of its economic, social, educational and demographic aspects, while at the same
time it has been noticed that the loss conversely could also has some positive
effects in terms of inflows of remittances and potential investment opportunities.
Although the risk of non-returnable is a reality, analyses of migration
patterns recognise the return migration as a central issue in the field of
international mobility. Moreover, a growing internationalisation of the education
system is currently taking place across the globe, which promotes knowledge and
skills exchange, allowing sending and receiving countries to benefit from academic
mobility. Markedly, there has been recognition that the highly skilled migration of
the graduate population is not necessarily forever, and that people often return or
move back and forth between different destinations. This has been termed as
‘brain circulation’ (Saxenian, 2002), which has changed the strongly accepted
concept of permanently emigration of most skilled and brightest, replacing it with a
regular level of ‘temporary migration’.
Moreover, there is some evidence that shows that approximately 30% of all
migrants return to their home country within two decades, with many going
abroad as a way of enhancing their skills (Mayer &Peri, 2009). In favour of this
explanation, a possible example can be seen in the case of the mobility of tertiary
graduates, all of whom have decide to take higher education abroad during the
early professional career stage and who subsequently decide to return home after
gaining their degrees and qualifications. As Mayer &Peri (2009:2) claim, ‘the return
of these migrants is planned and motivated by the skill enhancement they receive
abroad’. The positive aspects of
return migration could been seen in
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returnees'sincreased ability to build knowledge clusters and increased access to
leading-edge ideas and technologies, while participation in different networks
presents potential benefit for the socio-economic development of their home
country.
In societies that are based on knowledge, with respect to the economy, the
imperative is given to the qualified labour force as an engine of economic
progress. Increasing economic competitiveness requires more effective use of
human resources. Emphasis is placed on promoting human resources development
for the workforce as a whole. The labour market in BiHis characterized by high
unemployment, low activity rates and the mismatch of offer and demand for
labour, with corruption and nepotism present in the employment field. All of which
adds further to the decline in the quality of human capital. The question is whether
people with skills and knowledge gained in foreign higher education institutions
can be regarded as an important human capital in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
Case study: Bosnia and Herzegovina migration profile
During the 1990’s, Bosnia and Herzegovina had faced with national conflict
that had caused a new flows of migrants, but this time it was a part of forced
migration. According to the report of the United Nations Development Program
(UNDP, 2009) during the five year of a civil war, more than a million people in
BiHwere displaced internally as well as internationally. In fact, the organization
estimates that by the end of the war, 1.2 million Bosnian refugees had sought
refuge in other countries. The population of BiH dwindled from 4.4 million
inhabitants in 1989 to unofficially 3.8 million in 2004, since the population census
has not been operated for the last 20 years. Unofficial estimate is that almost 30 %
of emigrants who left the country at that period of time were tertiary educated
persons (Stites, Lautze and Anic, 2005).
In the postwar period, positive progress has been made by BiH in
macroeconomic stabilization and structural reforms, but the labour market is still
challenged by a low rate of job creation. More than a half million people in Bosnia
looking for work and the unemployment rate in the country now stands at 43.2%
Unemployment of youth aged 19-24 is greater than 58,5% and nearly for times
higher than in EU countries (Centre of Policy and Governance, 2010). Youth jobless
is marked with a long-term unemployment which results with depreciation and loss
of knowledge and skills, the lack of work experience and increase of informal
economy. According to statistics of Labour and Employment Agency of BiH for
2013, in occupational structure of job seekers persons with university education
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make 7.32%. (40,695 ) in the overall registered unemployment figure. Many
students enrolled at University in order to be hired abroad after they graduate. In
fact, as Fischer (2006; 234) attempts to explore closely of Bosnian aspect about
migration topic, she concludes that a trend of migration of qualified young people
to foreign countries is being Bosnian reality for many years, so as the result, there
is the brain drain “and loss of the most vital resources for social development.’
Even though the international borders were closed for freely movement of
Bosnian citizens until visa liberalisation in 2010, it seems that these borders had
been opened to specific group of mainly young people, with certain education and
training background, so the need for these skills provide them an opportunity to
cross very strict visa measures and legally entrance into field of foreign labor
market. Bosnia and Herzegovina has been faced with extensive brain drain -a large
portion of emigration from our country refers to the skilled and highly educated
labourforce - the World Bank estimates that the emigration rate of tertiary
educated from Bosnia and Herzegovina amounts to 28,6% (The World Bank, 2011).
Owing to from serious lack of useful, disaggregated migration statistical capacity,
the only official data that coverage the brain drain topic in BiH wasmade by
UNESCO’s survey (Uvalic, 2005)which outcomes show that even 79% of researchers
in the field of engineering, 81% masters and 75% doctors of science have left BiH
since 1995. year. According to the survey, there are hundred of professors,
researchers and experts from BiH working either at the European, American or
Australian universities as well as in the world's leading companies. As result, the
domestic labour market suffers from the serious lack of skilled and advanced
qualifications of workers which produce the country’s productivity at a very lower
level. The loss such important human capital has negative impact on the country’s
economy and social development.
In a recent survey of ACIPS (Nikolicat al., 2010) it is concluded that ‘main
obstacle is not the level of interest in the diaspora to contribute to developing
home countries, but within BiH itself, which is currently under-exploiting the
existing potential’. There is currently no legal framework governing the functioning
of the state towards the diaspora. Current strategic programs and actions in terms
of returning migration has been largely funded and implemented by international
and nongovernmental organisations. International Organisation for Migration
(IOM) for instance implemented a program of “Return of qualified experts” and
during the period 1996 to 2002 had returned 862 skilled returnees to BiH, while the
aim of the “Brain Gain Plus” which was implemented by World University Service
(WUS) attempted to improve the higher education sector through guest lectures of
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academic staff, who are originally from BiH but living and working in some other
countries.(Pozzi, 2011). However, since these returning projects have been mainly
created and implemented by the INGOs and NGOs to a lesser extent by institutions
in BiH, it is ultimately reflected in too small number initiatives, their
unsustainability and inconsistencies.
At the same, there are significant financial assets of foreign governments
such as selective and competitive scholarship programs that represent a kind of
international assistance to BiH in order to improve the country development and
strengthen the marketable skills and knowledge. This allow highly educated people
from BiH to attend postgraduate studies abroad to obtain new knowledge, with the
intention of contributing to Bosnia’s productivity growth after the scholars return.
However, lack of records and adequate database make it difficult to understand the
process of returning highly educated persons, especially in terms of acquired skills,
core competences, as well as their involvement in the labour market and their
recognition as important human capital and development potential.
Due to a lack of social research activities, the general gap of evaluation
activities with a view to assessing the effectiveness and support the process of the
return of highly educated persons to BiH, particularly those who have experienced
temporary migration for the purpose of studying abroad and upon completion of
their advanced tertiary degrees have returned home, this study will provide a
contribution to understand this type of migration issue.
Methodological approach
A research aim is concerned with explaining characteristics, opportunities
and obstacles of return migration as a channel of the brain gain process in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, by increasing the knowledge of existing brain gain initiatives and
the challenges faced at policy/administrative level.
Research objections:
 To analyse key aspects and patterns of migration processes in Bosnia and
Herzegovina, such as brain gain, brain circulation and students mobility.
 To evaluate existing policies, strategies and government initiatives in the
prevention of brain drain and the promotion of the brain gain migration
processes.
 To evaluate opinions and attitudes of representatives from governmental and
non-governmental organisations in connection with the identified migration
processes.
A qualitative research model was chosen for this study in order to draw out
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appropriate detail via in-depth interviews. As such, the study is based on an
exploratory approach which helps define the issues in a much deeper sense.
Accordingly, there are included the opinions of relevant stakeholder from
governmental, non-governmental and international organisations in order to
explore the researched subject in a wider sense. A group of seven representatives
accepted involvement in the qualitative aspect of the research. Three
governmental participants held authoritarian positions at state level (Ministry of
Education and Culture RS; Ministry of Human Rights and Refugees BiH, and Agency
for Labour and Employment BiH), two participants were from international
organisations (International Organisation for Migration and United Nations
Developing Programme), and two respondents from a non-governmental sector
based in BiH (WUS Austria and Fridrich Herbert Foundation).
RESEARCH RESULTS
Brain drain and BiH society
Assessing the consequences of the loss of educated and qualified human
capital, regarding what has BiH been facing for the last ten years, all seven
respondents expressed the opinion that the above process is detrimental, in terms
of economic development to the country, especially with negative consequences
for the education and health sectors as well as scientific-research activities, which
affects the low competitiveness of BiH. Stated by the representatives of the
International Organization for Migration (IOM) and the Labour and Employment,
the emergence of the brain drain has had negative reflects on the demographic
aspect in general, since domestic population and workforce have been growing
older, while participation of youth with advanced skills and knowledge in the
labour market has been significantly decreased. As a rule, most people with high
qualifications which are leaving are the younger persons, talented, with
occupations in demand. This claim is further substantiated by the representative of
the Ministry of Human Rights and Refugees (MHRR) with the fact that immigrants
from Bosnia who leaves abroad are far more educated than the population in
Bosnia and Herzegovina (where the average of the tertiary education is 6.5%). How
the society does actually manage to cope with this phenomenon, the best
explanation is by a representative of the Friedrich Herbert Foundation NGO (FHF):
"... a good example in the increased percentage is of the departure of our
medical experts to Slovenia and other countries where there is a deficit of
these jobs, and we remain deprived of these professionals, and in deficit
ourselves. This sector remains slowly handicapped.”
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However, in addition to these adverse consequences, there is the view that the
brain drain can have a positive effect. On this occasion, the representative of the
World University Service (WUS) Austria said:
"Departure of experts outside of BiH may represent a kind of networking
opportunity for business, academic, cultural and sports national entities
with potential partners around the world, and it only depends on the how
(the) state will act to encourage the formation of these networks, through
the establishment of funds and implementation of programs."
Enormous loss of funds that the state has invested in the education of immigrants
is also a significant negative effect of the brain drain process.
Institutional mechanisms for the recognition of the brain gain process
Respondents have relatively similar views on the efforts invested by our society
and authorities with regard to the sustainable return of youth who were educated
abroad, and their staying longer in BiH. Analyzed responses show a general picture
that because of the lack of appropriate mechanisms, institutions of BiH reflect lack
of awareness about the potentials for development and human resources of this
population, which results in the fact that the acquired competencies and skills of
returnees are most often ignored. As a representative of the FHF says:
"... for this category of persons the present structure of government in BiH
is completely uninterested in, and it could gain a lot from them, because of
the manner and the educational models that they have passed. They are
perceived as a foreign element, instead of as capital. “
The MHRR representative points out that this issue becomes even more complex
due to the existence of competence at different government levels in BiH.
Respondents also indicate that the expressed lack of relevant data on the return of
those who were educated outside of BiH and returned to their country further
aggravates consideration of all possibilities and capacities that returnees can
provide. A representative of the Ministry of Education and Culture pointed out that
in BiH there is no central database of outgoing students, or students who study
abroad. There's only a database of those granted scholarships, which is about 30%
of the total. Also, there is an incomplete database of those returnees who have
applied for recognition, which further speaks about the dysfunctional monitoring
system, considering that in BiH there are 12 authorities responsible for the
recognition of diplomas.
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Above mentioned is partly associated with the inefficient system of scholarships
which is implemented by relevant ministries at all levels of government, because
according to representatives of FHF:
"... there is not a single mode of control and monitoring for those who have
graduated from college, and who were the recipients of scholarships, let
alone where they are now. There is not even a database where you can find
these people. It would be logical, when one institution provides scholarships
to someone, it invests money, encourages people, it would be logical to
follow them when they finish, and find them a place in line with the
qualifications they have gained ... There should be a connection of that
kind, but there is none."
As result, there is an inadequate approach to the assessment of skills and
qualifications that returnees possess.
Assessment of skills and qualifications for job market requirements

In addition to the lack of reliable data on the number of returnees
and their competence, it seems that the system of validation of foreign
qualifications in BiH, is also seriously contributing to the non-recognition of
skills, competencies and knowledge of these highly educated returnees.
Since the returnees are more educated than the domestic population, it
could be said that some sort of deliberate discrimination exists in order to
reduce competition with less qualified people who remained in Bosnia. This
is additionally confirmed with their inferior position in the labour market,
which is clarified by views of four respondents. In fact, labour and
employment regulations are not adapted to the new system of recognition
of foreign qualifications. In accordance with the new system, one can not
get a title that is equivalent to the local profession anymore, but the title in
the language in which it was gained is used. According to the opinion of the
representative of the Ministry of Education and Culture, the biggest problem
arises when a person, after the validation, attempts to involve in the local
labour market with the acquired title. She said:
"All is well until you come to the Employment bureau ... categories are
unadjusted for registration options of foreign qualifications, while at the
same time the officers who work in the municipality and the Employment
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bureau do not recognize such knowledge simply can not recognise for what
are you qualified for."
This inadequate approach allows that this population is not recognized by
employers and the local labour market. The problem is that an employer may not
know what the level and quality of education are associated with foreign
qualifications from the world's universities, while on the other hand those
qualifications are generally adapted to foreign economy and administration, which
in the opinion of the MHRR representative can create further negative
phenomenon known as the brain waste:
"If we have returnees with these qualifications that objective can not be
used, it is expected that their capacity will not be recognized and that will
lead to the brain waste."
Opinions are divided when it comes to returnees with high qualifications
and their integration in the local labour market. In view of the above-identified
problems, which are further accompanied by a high rate of unemployment and
unstable political and economic environment, (the) UNDP representative considers
that the returnees are nevertheless forced to make significant compromises in
terms of finding work, wage rates and choice of sector. This further affects the
reduced ability of their professional development, personal affirmation and
application of knowledge and skills. NGO representatives also believe that the
expressed presence of corruption, nepotism and lack of transparency in the system
of employment, additionally aggravated the overall situation
"... generally there is a problem with job vacancies since a 90% of vacancies
are fixed there is no realistic assessment of skills and qualifications. It is a
disease of our society."
Two of the respondents agreed with the statement that it is absolutely
necessary to highlight the qualifications of people when applying for a job and that
one should not emphasize the differences between people who have obtained
qualifications abroad and those who studied in BiH, because it would be
discriminatory and unproductive. Besides a formal labour market has been
developed in a non-transparent manner, this also may rise the question about
returnees possessed qualification and skills and to what extent they have been
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related to the needs of the labour market. This issue would expect more detailed
research in the future.
Regarding the attitude of the state and the academic community the influx
of highly educated returnees, in the opinion of all respondents, (the) academic
community in BiH is a closed environment in itself, and therefore is closed for
highly skilled returnees too. The main consequence of this isolation is the
''deprivation'' of scientific fields for specific knowledge which this category
possesses. To consider the embarking on a knowledge-and innovation based
development process within the higher education, it is necessary to open the
academic community towards the mention category of returnees, which is
unfortunately still not happening.
The attitude of public and NGO sector towards the brain gain
With the existence of programs and strategic documents oriented to brain
gain in BiH all respondents are familiar with, but also all seven believe that these
programs are inadequate and that most are not even implemented. However,
occasional activities that are implemented at various levels of government could be
more considered as isolated initiatives and projects, because in the opinion of the
respondents from the UNDP, it is a matter of useful and good examples, but
because of un sustainability, unfortunately most of the implemented activities stop
upon the completion of the project and do not have enough effect on the overall
situation.
On the question of how the organizations from which respondents came
from dealt with the problem of the brain drain/gain, it was observed that certain
programs carried out by international and nongovernmental organizations in
cooperation with the competent institutions in BiH significantly promote the
transfer of knowledge from abroad into BiH. Thus, the International Organization
for Migration has implemented the TOKTEN project (transfer of knowledge of
experts of BiH origin into the home country) which was presented via all of then
existing associations of BiH Diaspora in the world. However, the lack of funds
prevented the continuation after one-year of its implementation, but the database
of registered experts was forwarded to the Department for Emigration in MHRR,
which is regularly updated. Currently being implemented is TRQN project (transfer
of knowledge to the homeland of Bosnia and Herzegovina professionals who live
and work in the Netherlands) and within the MIDWEB project experts are invited
who live and work in Austria, the Netherlands, Italy, Switzerland, Germany and
England to apply for temporary employment in BiH with employers who are
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interested in their knowledge and skills and in that way transfer their knowledge to
their homeland. Thus, one can notice that IOM implemented most activities in this
field. Although, out of the projects run by international organizations it is significant
to accentuate the YERP program which is currently implemented by UNDP BiH. The
aim of this program is opening the labour market for young people and ensuring
their stay, whereas WUS Austria, branch office in BiH, implemented a Brain Gain
Program (BGP) - which was primarily aimed at the academic community in BiH.
Looking at the public sector, the specific position is of the BiH Ministry of
Human Rights and Refugees, in which the Department for Emigration operates,
initiates and participates in the development of numerous strategies and
documents in this area (BiH Development Strategy, BiH Strategy for Social
inclusion, Strategy for Migration and Asylum) where certain activities are proposed
in connection with the brain gain/drain process. One of the most important aspects
of their work is gathering information about higher education people in the
Diaspora, given the fact that there is no valid data, nor a single database. In
October 2011 this Ministry has organized a three-day regional workshop on linking
migration and development, where for the first time 1400 participants gathered
and held a total of 18 professional seminars on the brain gain subject, and as a
result cooperation was established between experts of BiH origin in the United
States and experts in BiH.
Thus, the general attitude of the respondents is that it is necessary to raise
awareness about the negative consequences of brain drain and to introduce
stimulating measures to facilitate the return of highly educated and skilled people,
with the active participation of governmental and the non-governmental sector,
including businesses and the academic community in BiH.
Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to discover the views of the key stakeholders
in Bosnia and Herzegovina on a number of matters of the specific returning
migration process.
Analyzed responses show a general picture that the public institutions in
Bosnia and Herzegovina primarily have been lacking insystematically addressing
barriers to the sustained return process.The lack of accurate information and
database show the state’s indifference regarding (post)graduate returning to BiH.
The state’s programs and initiatives, especially for targeted population, were
undetectable, since policies for effective integration of migrants’ contributions to
the country’s development have not been adequately developed. It is evident that
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the government has been investing too little in understanding and using the
potentials of highly educated returnees and building up potentials of this group of
migrants in relevant domains of socio-economic development
The participation of returnees with advance skills and knowledge in the
domestic labour market is being marked as a complicated process. Evaluation of
gained skills and knowledge in domestic labour market showed that it sometimes
fail to be fully applied upon their return. Even though this group of people possess
advanced knowledge and skills necessary for the improvement economic and social
competitiveness, it happens in practice that fragmented and inefficient domestic
labour market does not recognise widely the quality of such an important human
resource.
So-called formal recognition of foreign qualifications is being observed
asfragmented and partial. Much of the current labour market and employment
regulations not having been adequately adapted neither to new system of
recognition nor qualification outcomes from multi-or interdisciplinary studies
degree programs that returnees have largely taken at foreign universities. As result,
the labour related public institutions as well as domestic employers do not
recognise the advantages that this population possessed. It is also observed that
the expressed presence of corruption, nepotism and lack of transparency in the
system of employment, additionally aggravated the overall situation.
Analyzing the relationship between international organizations and public
institutions in terms of promotion of the return process,it could be noticed that this
approach can undoubtedly support the knowledge and information transferfrom
abroad to BiH, even though this collaboration remains generally as shortterm project-based resource.
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POLICY PAPER
Communicating in Fighting the Trafficking of
Human Beings
Irina POP

Keywords: GRETA’ Report, communication, THB victim’s, public awareness

Some introductory considerations
There are some specific fields, where the professional public
communicators, educators and the specialized journalists are crucial. Their
coordinate accurate, constant and predictable interventions shape the public
values, ideas and attitudes. In a close continuity, they are the forces that mobilize,
or demobilize the public. More than these, their coordinate actions model the basis
of the public sphere and of the public culture.
The following analysis devoted to explore their political omissions in the
fighting THB process in Romania, as it results in the non-sending to the public a
detailed analysis on the GRETA Report on Romania, issued in May, 2012.
It, also, advocates a new strategic approach on the combating THB, based
on public participation, urged by the professional public communicators, educators
and the specialized journalists.
The method used is: a large documentation on the institutions involved in
fighting THB and on the searching for detailed analysis on the Romania’s efforts
defaults and accomplishments in the process as they result from the GRETA report
confronted with the country realities view by the insiders.
1. Romania’s progress in adopting the laws in fighting THB assessed in the
First European Reports in applying the Warsaw Convention in Fighting Trafficking
in Human Beings
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In 2012, 31 of May, the Group of the Experts on Action against Trafficking
…, GRETA (in Human Beings) Progress Report’ - for Romania1, - called hereafter
GRETA on Romania - issued their first round report on Romania’s efforts in fighting
THB and international cooperation was with such a purpose.
The media readings and understandings of the GRETA’s Report…, in
Romania, ignored, partially, the diplomatic code of an academic report, and they
quoted self–flatteringly the encouraging words, which introduced the analyses and
prepared the recommendations.
A technical analysis is – for such a reason – necessary and useful in
improving the preparation of Romanian public to be a partner in the efforts of the
professional institutions in fighting THB, and in the nearest perspective to eradicate
such a plague in the country.
1.1. General Evaluations on Romania Progress in the GRETA’s Report and the
ways of reading them
The structure of GRETA’s Report2is: a main corpus, and in two Annexes –
one for the Recommendations3 and the other, for the Sources of the Report4.
The main corpus is following the structure of the Warsaw’s Convention5. It
takes theme by theme, the field, and it reminds the provision in the Convention –
the articles’ substance - and assesses aspects as:
- Is the theme transposed in the Romanian Legislation,
- Is any transposition of a Convention’s articles clear or not;
- is the each article’s content compatible with the Convention’ provision
related to it and in what degree;
- is it used in the Romanian judicial practice;
- is it known by the victims.

1

See http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/trafficking/default_en.asp
Secretariat of the Council of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human
Beings
(GRETA and Committee of the Parties), DG I - Directorate General of Human Rights and
Rule of Law
2012 - Council of Europe –GRETA - Report concerning the implementation of the Council
of Europe Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings by Romania,
http://www.coe.int/trafficking
3
Appendix I: List of GRETA’s proposals .http://www.coe.int/trafficking
4
Appendix II: List of public bodies and intergovernmental and non-governmental
organisations with which GRETA held consultations http://www.coe.int/trafficking
5
Warsaw’s Convention- http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/Html/197.htm
2
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Finally the GRETA’ Report … recommends improvements. With such an
approach, it is to see that, the Report is, mainly, technical, and it is not political, it is
not judgmental.
The key of reading must be similar, technical, non-judgmental. It does not
prize, does not blame. It just reports facts on what Romania did, on what we have
to do in order to fulfill the standards as much as possible.
The language of the Report … is academically styled. It does not pointed in the
first line the deficits of the activity carried out. However, it let them being clearly
underlined, in the second half of the paragraph. They key word in introduction of
the specific deficits is:„however”, or similar. “But”is the second key word in
underling the non-conformity with the standards. In a correct interpretation of the
results of the GRETA’s analysis of the state of art in Romania fighting THB, the
Recommendations’ list is also to be taking into account. It is the list of our
unaccomplished duties, the duties assumed by our state signing6, and ratifying the
Convention.
The single type of words that are to be in media attention and in public
awareness come after the ”however”, “nevertheless”, “but” … The Romanian
media must learn to be critical to the Romanian Politicians. It is, at least, because
the politicians forget the necessary budgeting, institutions’ building and the needed
highly trained human resources, in order, requested to implement the new
standards assumed, in the process of signing and ratifying a new international
convention. (The politicians sign documents without a preliminary complex regard
to the entire picture of the Romanian society and without a preliminary public
release on the budgeting sources, without of the public’s culture assessment and
separately by the real political agenda. After our politicians signed a binding
international document they, largely, ignore the follows up. They do not ask
independent Reports on the implementation’s stage.)
Related to GRETA Report … the Romanian Press, reported to the public –
probably according with the Press releases done by the NAPT - news as: Romania
praised by the GRETA for its activity in fighting THB. It is politically useful to have an
excellent European evaluation in such a prestigious document.
In the electoral campaign, the incumbents - of the evaluated period, 2008-2010
- could misused the new, and could claim their exclusive appreciation in Europe.
This is not correct, and not coherent with the fact that the National Agency Fighting

6

Romania signedWarsaw Convention at May, 16, 2005, and ratifyed it through the Law 300
. 11o.7.2006, and published in „MonitorulOficial”, 622, July, 2006.
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THB (ANITP), was erased as an autonomous body, just in the mention period. That
is, because, the budgeting of the NGOs for the victims’ protection was completely
cut.
Such an interpretation is – from a communicational point of view - a political
manipulation - unfaithful to public. It uses your own judgmental (appraisal) press
release (on a fact), and, it take it back, as a praise done by a transnational
institutions. (In Romania, according with the public perceptions, international
institutions are supposed to be completely unbiased, and universally true. It is not
developed any critical thinking toward such types of documents. It the time to
train the journalists to do it.)
Within a special Program designed to train journalists in such sensitive subjects
as investigating, or reporting the THB cases, or simply educating people to selfdefense against THB the new trends will appear, for the general benefices. In the
context of increasing the THB risks, the reports on THB – irrespectively of their
source, will be read and interpreted, more appropriately. The ordinary public will
be secured, more carefully, and more appropriately alerted against threatens. That
is why, it seems entirely consistent to consider a fourth pillar in fighting THB: the
specialized press.
1.2 The 2012 - CoE GRETA REPORT PROPOSALS concerning the improvement of
the legal framework and accelerating international cooperation in Romania
Looking to the frequency of the expressions as the ”however” in the Report …,
it is to understand that, in the present stage, Romania has to recover 40 delays in
implementing Warsaw Convention.
Looking to the key expression “nevertheless” or similar, it is to see where we have
to be prepared to step up in the next level of the EU Directive 36/20117.
That does not means that Romania has not progressed immensely, and the
officials did not perform in their offices. Not at all! The Report… welcomes
repeatedly (13 times) the fact that Romania progressed in fighting THB under the
NAPT coordination. It just underlines that there is still much to be done, and the
NAPT needs to be an autonomous Agency in fighting THB.
The proposals are8 optional, but they are connected with the existing nonconformities of our domestic legislation with the international conventions, which
we signed, without any objection or reserve.
7

http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/justice_freedom_security/fight_against_traffickin
g_in_human_beings/jl0058_en.htm
8
Council of Europe issued Recommendations, but their transforming in the national law,
bind!.
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The recommendations in GRETA ‘s Report on Romania, cover areas as:
- legal and institutional framework’s harmonization with the Warsaw’s
Convention;
- accommodation of the domestic policies in fighting THB’s with the
Warsaw’s Convention recommendations and with the policies of the CoE
members states ones;
- thestrengthening of the international, transnational and regional
cooperation9.
2012- CoE GRETA REPORT on Romania’s legal and institutional framework’s
harmonization with the Warsaw’s Convention
According to the Report, in spite of complexity of the legislation,
procedures and guide leading the Romanian authorities’ actions in the field there is
still a lot to be done in the field.
In the paragraph 46 and 47, it mentions that the Romania’s main law in
Trafficking of Human Beings (678/ 2001) is using the definition of THB similar in its
core with the definition Warsaw Convention, (paragraph 50 of the Report).
The actions covered by the definition law are also similar with the Palermo Protocol
(2000).
The same Report considers that the removal of the organ and tissues
(incriminated in the Romanian law, according with the public agenda)10, introduced
after the law’s last revision, are supplementary to the current definitions of the
forms of the exploitation. (paragraph 51 in the Convention…).
However, the victim definition could be amend and clarified in the
secondary legislation.
Critically taken, the Recommendations concerning the amendments of the
legal framework and the international cooperation had to accept, at least, in the
following respects:
” …Romanian authorities should adapt the relevant secondary legislation,
including the provisions of the National Identification and Referral Mechanism, in

9

In a recent meeting (November, 15, 2013) in Warsaw the officials representing the frontline
Poland Institutions fighting THB – the Police Fighting the Organised Crime and the
Border Guards – listed Romania as the first partner in fulfiling the assignments.
10
There are cases - often weekly - of people who are offering their own organs for sale in the
inserted ads in classified sections of newspapers.
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order to ensure that the legal definition of victim of THB, and its application in
practice, are fully in line with the definition set out … in the Convention.”11
This is:
a) to amend the legal framework as art 3012, 3113, 3214;
b) the authorities should ensure that all aggravating circumstances provided for in
art. 24 of the Convention… are reflected in the domestic norms ;
c) to ensure the non-punishment of victims of THB by reviewing, according with
the art. 26 of the Warsaw Convention…;
d) to improve specific training of the that law enforcement officials, prosecutors
and judges working in THB. (They should be adequately trained on the criminal
law provisions applicable to THB-related offence, notably on changes brought
to them, such as the criminalization of the knowing use of service of victims of
THB and the criminal responsibility of legal persons)15 ;to adequate the
investigation, prosecution and procedural law, by prioritizing the identification
of gaps in the investigation procedure and the presentation of cases in court,
with a view to ensuring that THB-related offences are investigated and
prosecuted effectively, leading to proportionate and dissuasive sanctions16;
e) to review the system of confiscation of assets, in order to reinforce its effective
implementation to THB-related offences17;
f) to adopt, as soon as possible, the secondary legislation necessary for the
enforcement of the new provision in the Anti-Trafficking Law extending
physical protection to members of the NGOs assisting victims of THB;
2012 - CoE GRETA REPORT on Romania’s GRETA on Accommodation of
the Romania’s domestic policies in fighting THB’s

11

2012 - CoE – GRETA Report concerning the implementation of the Council of Europe
Convention on Action against Trafficking in Human Beings by Romania, Appendix 1.
Appendix I: List of GRETA’s proposals .http://www.coe.int/trafficking art. 1.
12
The art.30 of theAppendixto the Convention…states: “… Romanian authorities should
review the legislation, with a view to establishing as criminal offences all acts related to
travel or identity documents.”
13
The art. 31 suggests “…measures to ensure that the liability of legal entities can be acted
upon in practice.”
14
The art. 32 proposes the “…review the criminal law provisions concerning THB, as well
as, those establishing THB-related offences … in order to make it more comprehensive.
15
2012 - CoE –GRETA Report … art. 33
16
CoE - GRETA Report … art. 35
17
CoE - GRETA Report … art. 36
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It recommended to Romanian authorities to improve policies in the field in the
directions as:
a) to ensure a perspective defined by a comprehensive approach and a strategic
coordination18;
b) to prepare and adopt National Plans to provide ”sufficient human and financial
resources, enabling it to accomplish its different tasks in the most efficient way”19,
to allocate and secure appropriate funds…20
c) to introduce, in addition to the governmental reports on the implementation of
the national anti-trafficking strategies, a periodic independent evaluation21 as a
tool for assessing the impact of these activities and for planning future policies…22
d) to design future multidisciplinary training programs with a view to improving the
knowledge and skills of relevant professionals with a peculiar emphasis in
overcoming entrenched negative attitudes and prejudices vis-à-vis of victims of
trafficking, including those of Roma origin;23
e) to develop attitudes for proactive investigative work, in preventing THB for the
purpose of labor exploitation24;
f)to pursue the efforts in improving the collection of statistical data on
compensation granted to victims of THB, the data collected on investigations,
prosecutions and convictions.25
g)to take Measures to raise awareness of the general public on the THB;
h) to improve the social, economic conditions for groups vulnerable to THB;
i) to detect cases of THB in the context of border control measures as well as to
reinforce the security of identity, visa and travel documents to prevent and detect
trafficking;
to provide the Border Police with all necessary human and financial resources to
ensure that it can duly play its role in the identification and referral of victims of
THB. In particular, they should envisage the appointment of specially trained

18

CoE - GRETA Report … art. 2, 3
CoE -GRETAReport … art.4
20
CoE -GRETAReport … art. 5
21
It is referring to the introduction of an Independent Observatory of the Fight in THB/ or a
similar institution.
22
CoE -GRETAReport … art. 6
23
CoE -GRETAReport … art. 7 and 8
24
CoE - GRETA Report … art. 9
25
CoE -GRETAReport … art. 10
19
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border police officers whose task would be to deal with THB cases and to identify
victims and refer them to the adequate institutions26…
j) to pay a special attentions to the alien victims27 in Romania, to their
identification, protection and assistance28;
i) to improve the victims’ assistance measures through:
- review the system of shelters for victims of trafficking, with a view to
assessing, in co-operation with relevant members of civil society, victims’ needs in
relation to the services currently provided, and to take all necessary measures to
ensure that these needs are met throughout Romania, and in particular in
Bucharest, for all categories of victims of THB;
- ensure the quality of the services delivered in all state-run shelters;
- ensure that all assistance measures provided for in law, including access
to health care, are guaranteed in practice; when assistance is delegated to NGOs as
service providers, the state has an obligation to provide adequate financing and to
ensure the quality of the services delivered;
- ensure that assistance measures provided for in law are not made, in
practice, dependent on the victims' willingness to co-operate with law enforcement
agencies.
j) to granted the recovery period;
- facilitate the reintegration of victims of trafficking into society and avoid retrafficking by providing them with access to education and vocational training, as
well as access to the labor market. 29
GRETA on Strengthening of the international, transnational and regional
cooperation
The Report…pays a special attention to the International co-operation in fighting
THB.
It urges the Romanian authorities:
- to reinforce co-operation with trafficking destination countries in the
areas of prevention, protection of victims and prosecution of perpetrators

26

CoE - GRETAReport … art. 18-20

27

To facilitate their access to the Temporary Residence Permits; to ensure the
conditions to return;

28

CoE - GRETA Report … art. 21-22
GRETA Report … art.

29
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of trafficking, on the basis of existing mechanisms and by introducing
further procedures wherever this proves necessary.30
Conclusions
Looking back to the analysis on the CoE Document analysis in the
Romanian public awareness,it is hardly to expect too much products. As for the
present evaluation, it was not identified such an analysis, until September 2013.
(One year after the Report… public release!)
Due to the speed of the phenomenon and the Romanian Police, Border
Guards and Judicial forces professional reply, it could be seen as obsolete to pay
too much attention to a Report … which takes into consideration facts and
tendencies more than three years old.
However, aside of the facts by facts assessment, the Reports … reveals how many
valuable and extremely powerful actors are keep out the front against the THB
crimes. The most important, it is public, in general. The Report … is empowered, in
a way, by the NAPT – with its campaigns and with its site open to be use by the
aware public. But, how large is the aware segment among the vulnerable persons
to THB, in Romania?
As the sociologic studies proves, the aware public among the possible
victims is the missing part. The offenders bet on the public low knowledge, low
capacity to anticipate the criminal traps behind the promising for a better life
arranged by a lover boy, a friend, a relative … The Public communicators – people
trained in Communications and Public Relations and the Journalists, together with
the Educators should be involved. They are the best linkers to the public attitudes,
ideas and values.
That is why it is to consider the ALLIANCE IN FIGHTING THB AS a MORE
LARGER ONE! Here it is a warm plea to include there a section JOURNALISTS,
COMMUNICATORS, EDUCATORS ALLIANCE IN FIGHTING THB,
The Public communicators – people trained in Communications and Public
Relations and the Journalists, together with the Educators should be involved. They
are the best linkers to the public attitudes, ideas and values.
Concretely, it is about the public right to know adequately the plague of
THB, its dynamic, and the official efforts to ensure each person’s security against it
is. The two conditions are crucial: A COMMUNICATION STRATEGY & MOBILIZING
the GRASS ROOTS ACTIVISTS IN PREVENTING THB.
30

CoE - Report … art. 12
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The PUBLIC COMMUNICATION STRATEGY in FIGHTING THB – drafted
together with the Informational Center within the NAPT but substantively
conceived and managed by the independent public communication’s professionals
and by the specifically trained journalists and educators – is the main tools to
involve and to alert effectively the presumptive victims. It confers to the fight in
THB the forth pillar: the public cooperation, the public active support.
MOBILIZING the GRASS ROOTS ACTIVISTS IN PREVENTING THB it is to train,
to develop personal and institutional coordination among the communicators of
technical fighters of the THB’s crimes and the independent public communication’s
professionals, the specifically trained journalists and educators. JOURNALISTS
TRAINING IN THB – designed, approved and enforced in a deep public responsibility
could the affordable first step. (The training should be provide by a specific MA or
other forms of an institutional training.)
With such an approach and with the public’s preparation to take an active
part in its own shield of persons’ security, the effectiveness of the combating or
eradicating THB in Europe is a more realistic mission and could be a success.
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BOOK REVIEWS

THE IDENTITY FOR INTERNATIONAL CHILDREN – ADOPTEES, LEFT HOME AND
MIGRANTS’ CHILDREN
Some reflections on the book: Leinaweaver, Jessaca, B., Adoptive Migration.
Raising Latinos in Spain, Duke University Press, Durnham and London, 2013.

Review by Lia POP

The moving people from Latin America to Spain was the mass phenomenon
at the beginning of the twenty first century, with many challenges and adverse
effects as “children left home”. Many scholars dedicated studies to it.
Among them, a complex one is signed by JessacaLeinaweaver and is issued
on the title, Adoptive Migration. Raising Latinos in Spain (2013). The book is
connecting the two types of foreigners in the Spanish society: the adopted children
Peruvian children with the immigrants. They faced the same problems in the host
society and in their own lives. The problems of matching in the new culture – as
their own transformations the learning of the rules of the building process of the
multicultural, multi-ethnical and society in Spain are not the single ones. They faced
problems back home, and such kind of difficulties are the engines of their decision
to resist.
The Peruvian children adopted in Spain and the Peruvian children left home
by the immigrants mothers are the subjects of a research project conducted by the
author, for approximately 10 years.
The novelty of the perspective proposed by the author, is to connect the
two most prominent social phenomena of our times, migration with the
international adoption and to explore its anthropological outcomes.
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”Addressing the adoption and migration within the same analytical frame can lead
to a richer understanding of belonging.”1
The book is geometrically structured in five chapters.
Introduction. Comparing Adoptions and Migrations
Waiting for Baby: Separating families or displaced children
The best interest of the Migrant’s Children: Migrants and Adoptions
Mixed Marriages: Adopting the children of immigrants
Undomesticated Adoption: Post-adoptive overture
Solidarity: Becoming and Unbecoming Peruvian: Culture, Ethnicity and Race
Conclusions: What adoptive migrations might means?
The theme -Theoretically, the theme of the book is about understanding
international adoption. The author embraced the idea, that “the international
adoption is a form migration”2.
Practically, the text is a picture created to capture the reality of the
Peruvians in Spain3, as persons internationally adopted - the ideal immigrant4- and
as migrant persons. The eyes of the researcher are bearing the lens of an US
ethnographer, extremely careful with the fieldwork, but also the ease of perceiving
similarities of a scholar familiar with the literature of the phenomena.
The query of the study is about the identity of a person in a globalizing
world, in which the birth context – familial, cultural and geographical – is
dramatically changed; about its voluntary and involuntary disjuncture by its natural
roots.
It is completely of interest to have in mind that only in Spain in the last 15
years, 40 000 of children, coming from 35 different countries have been adopted5
and 4 million arrived there as children of the immigrants6.
The resources of the books
The methods used are the contingent method in the fieldwork7 – a
participatory observation in the intimate everyday life of the people with the
similar roots and problems – which allows comparisons and the non-mediated ones
1

Leinaweaver, Jessaca, B., - Adoptive Migration. Raising Latinos in Spain (2013) p.149
Leinaweaver, Jessaca, B., - Op. cit. p. 2.
3
Leinaweaver, J, B., - Adoptive Migration…, p. 2.
4
Leinaweaver, Jessaca, B., - Op. Cit., p.11.and pp. 25-45.
5
Leinaweaver, Jessaca, B., - Op. Cit., p.15
6
Leinaweaver, Jessaca, B., - Op. Cit., p. 16
7
She conducted field researches in Peru 2000-2007 and in Spain in the communities with
Latinos migrants and Rroma people 2007-2010.
2
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capture of the reality. She used, also, the kit of the methods of the interaction with
the people involved in the phenomenon.
In the theoretical framework, the methods8 used are the large and updated
documentations of the topics; the exploratory readings around the issues, together
with a creative approach in interpretation. It is a readiness to cross the traditional
schemes and to pay attention to the reality. Reading critically the established
discourse on the problem, she saw the differences among the Spanish and
Peruvians, in the scientific discourse… The author is also aware, that she could
sound contradictory to many others with much more authority, but she insists: the
international adoption is to be seen as a migration, because the adoptee is a
migrant, expected and received, as the ideal migrant. The adoptee is the migrant
more exposed to the un-expected and tardive rejections than a traditional migrant.
In the adoptive environment, he/she encounters risks and challenges that he/she
did not choose. That is why, the rebellions of the youngsters – Latinos Bandas - are
to be seen as phenomena of the difficulties in adjusting – experienced by the
natives and the new comers. From the perspective of an European reader, the
discourse on the Latinos Bandas, does not seem to be totally unbiased.
The content
In the first chapter, Waiting for Baby: Separating families or displaced
children, JessacaLeinaweaverexplored the Spanish parents’ long way to an
international adoption. She describes how the presumptive parents are invited to
quit, in the official sessions of guiding through the labyrinth of the adoption.
They are largely instructed, on the legislative and social context of any
country where the children come from. There they learn the virtue of patience for
years, the preparative on parenthood, the best way to choose and the most rapid
way to have the child. She described the centrality of the waiting experience. She
illustrates the parenthood experience as a waiting experience with the concrete
case of Fernanda, with her feelings, hopes, and expectations.
To accept to be directed to the list of the “Waiting Angels” in Peru, where
are children over 5, siblings, children with special needs … it is a short cut in the
labyrinth.
The conclusion of the chapter is that an ideal migrant is in the minds of the
parents, not a child with an identity, that is why ” the ideal migrants are not
8

As they implicitly result from the text, because the researcher did not consider them as
methods – as it usually happens when a fieldwork report is issued.
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necessarily those who will adapt easily to a new context, but rather those to whom
citizens of the receiving country can most easily adopt. ”9
In the second chapter, The best interest of the Migrant’s Children: Migrants
and Adoptions, she focused on the dilemma what it is on the best interest of the
child to be displaced – to be a migrant – or to be left behind. The migrant parents
wait with anxiety for their children and, as well as, the same do the adoptive
parents. They hope to shape an ideal migrant, as reborn person.
Chapter three is devoted to the mixed marriages and to their children with
a fifty/fifty identity and with their “national substance” (a concept coined by Janet
Carsten). The author also takes into account the condition of being registered in a
different country than the country where the parents were born and hold the
citizenship.
The adoption of the children of the migrants – documented and
undocumented – is the subjects of chapter four. The conclusion of the author is
that domestic adoption of migrant child is – a de facto – an international adoption,
a short cut to an adoption.
Chapter five is on the adoptee children and their co-nationals the Peruvian
immigrants, about the kinship among them.
Chapter six, is on the challenges that the adoptees have to encounter in
Spain, the racial issue of visibility. The researcher quotes a mother who pointed out
“We have to raise our children strong!” . The racial features are visible and the
reactions to them are not nice all the times. The people could be mistreated,
because of their appearances and they look for their roots and national substance,
as did Lucas a Peruvian born in Spain, which, at 18, applied for its Peruvian
citizenship10. Others are very little interested in their Peruvian identity, as Tina,
who have a limited knowledge on the fact.
Conclusions
The conclusions are about the interpretations.
What the author assumes as outcomes of her researches, is that the
adoptive migration is a social phenomenon, which refers to the belonging to. It is
about the context where an adoptee and migrant lives and about its national and
racial roots. The national order of the things is crucial in the Spanish identity, and in

9

Leinaweaver, Jessaca, B., - Op. Cit., p.46
Leinaweaver, Jessaca, B., - Op. Cit., p. 134

10
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the Peruvian too. It is the national substance there, as well as, it seems to be
everywhere.
On the style
The style of writing the book is appealing. It mixed the case studies’
presentations as a pretext of exploring an issue. It adds in the inquiry a deep
scientific framing and a documented exploration. It displays illustrative stories as
arguments in an open debate. It is the debate on what the voluntary displacement
means after the Global Economic Crisis.
Some readers could find the text captivating. The others could consider it, even,
inspirational for the future inquiries.
The scientists could embrace the idea that the concept of national substance is
fruitful.
The large appeal to the scientific literature – more than 350 of titles11 listed –
provides credits for the text.
The idea to use images is also to be applaed, except the children images. The
children images are under the law protection.
Some critical points
According with the book perspective, the international adoptions and
migrations of the uncontended people are both of them, social phenomena which
cause, simultaneously, the national and cultural belongings’ melting in the
receiving place and the nuclear family kinships ruined at the sending regions.
What it is to be seen, in the book’s perspective, is a focus on the social phenomena
at the arrival point compared with a psychological/ a personal one, at the sending
place. It is to doubt whether the comparison of a social phenomenon with a
psychological outcomes is the best perspective in approaching the field.
Maybe, a more feasible view on the process, could appeal to a double view
at sending and receiving site. From sociological point of view, in the sending
countries, the process of sending appears as the established communities’ social
decapitation and destabilization (through the migration of the active part of the
population). At the arrival points, reversely, it occurs the agglomerations of the
isolated and scared human beings with different cultural backgrounds and different
resources to fight for a position of personal development, in the countries of
destination.
11

The author is proving a large Bibliography. (pp. 177-192)
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In personal - psychological terms, at home - it occurs a process of
disruption – trauma - of a migrant and of its family coined as dependent parents or
children left home on the ironic base of their wellbeing. At arrival point, personal
problems blow up , for the natives and for the new comers. The natives see their
cultural comfort ruined; the unexpected issues pressing to be solved; large
demands for new contributions to integrate the new population and they see their
personal security in danger, with no chance to be re-establish..., anymore. The
natives look to the new comers as invaders. The new comers see the promise land
and the advertised angels inhabiting them, as barricaded behind their cultures and
expressing their hostility to the new competitors.
Both phenomena share the similar roots: poverty and no alternatives in the
sending places and the ageing society in the arrival ones. For each part the
exchange seems to be for the moment a win-win game. Will it continue to be win –
win in the near future?
In the last 15 years, there are the Peruvians and others new comers
together with the natives which are remaking Spain’s face12 for the new century.
Their cooperation and conflicts are to provoke new social meditations, new policies
and to inspire more researches.
***
Briefly, it is to see the book as a scientific approach on the construction and
reconstruction of the personal identity in a globalized world, which involves
international adoptions and migrations.
As consequence, much more globalization means more and more people in
moving, guided by the logic of the material profit. Some of them – maybe the best
equipped – win. Some others lose, sometimes because of the limited openness of
the receivers. The implicit lesson could be: Let’s move the equipped, and only
them; let’s move to the areas prepared to adopt and to adjust themselves.

12

Leinaweaver, Jessaca, B., - Op. Cit., p. 201
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Sergej Flere (ed.), 20 Years Later: Problems and Prospects of Countries
of Former Yugoslavia, Maribor: Faculty of Arts, Center for the Study of
Post-Yugoslav Societies, 2013, 243 pages, ISBN: 978-961-6656-99-3

Review by Marius I. TĂTAR

There is a vast literature on the sources and processes that led to the
emergence of new states in the Western Balkans after the fall of communism.
However, most of the research on this region has traditionally focused on
understanding the conflicts that accompanied the disintegration of Yugoslavia and
their political, ethnical, religious and economic sources and effects. Despite much
academic interest into the consequences of Yugoslav breakup, little systematic
research compares how the new social systems of Yugoslav successor states
evolved during the last two decades and to what extent they resemble to (or differ
from) the patterns followed by the neighboring Central and East European postcommunist societies.
Elaborating on societal modernization approaches, the book “20 Years
Later: Problems and Prospects of Countries of Former Yugoslavia” edited by Sergej
Flere aims to fill this knowledge gap by comparatively analyzing the dynamics of
post-Yugoslav societies. In this timely collection of research reports, a team of
sociologists and social psychologists from the University of Maribor (Slovenia)
explore the multidimensionality of changes that occurred during the last two
decades (1991-2011) within the ex-Yugoslav space. Methodologically the approach
in all chapters of this book is quantitative and diachronic, relying on sound
comparative analysis of available longitudinal data on topics such as socioeconomic development, value orientations, political culture, family structure and
religiosity. The outcome of this scholarly endeavor is a comprehensive examination
of modernization processes unfolding on various dimensions of social life. The
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authors analyze these developments in a changing context marked by both
difficulties and uncertainties, commonly accompanying post-communist
transitions, but also by struggles for state and nation building, particularly salient in
this region.
The book comprises eight chapters that explore different aspects of social
transformations that occurred in the post-socialist period. The first chapter by Rudi
Klanjšek and Sergej Flere examines whether the dissolution of Yugoslavia was the
expression of grassroots support for breaking up the federal state, or it was rather
instigated by a small group of ‘political entrepreneurs’ eager to consolidate their
power positions by propagating ethnic fears and hatreds. Using two pan-Yugoslav
surveys from the period preceding the dissolution, the authors contend that
overall, popular support for the establishment of mono-national states was
relatively weak, invariant of respondents’ socioeconomic status. However, some
nationalities (i.e. Kosovo Albanians and Slovenians) were significantly more prone
to favor national independence, compared to other nationalities. While
acknowledging the international context as well as the internal economic and
political crises that preceded the Yugoslav breakup, the authors suggest that ‘a
small group of political entrepreneurs’ played a decisive role in leading the
dissolution process. However, if these small elite groups were not relying on wider
popular support for national emancipation, it is still problematic to understand
their success in manipulating the public and subsequently achieving electoral gains,
which brought them to power in some Yugoslav successor states.
In the second chapter, Sergej Flere provides a critical overview of the
sociological research carried out in the post-Yugoslav countries between 1991 and
2011. The study points out major gaps in terms of research quality, scope and
methods used by sociologists from these states in analyzing social changes after
1991. This chapter is also useful as a comprehensive literature review of postYugoslav transition research that insistently points out the lack of studies that
systematically compare the dynamics of these countries on various dimensions of
social life.
The third chapter, authored by Rudi Klanjšek, highlights the economic
developments after the collapse of the Yugoslav federation. The author asserts that
aside the burdens caused by wars, the greatest economic liability of the Yugoslav
dissolution was the market disintegration cost, resulting from the weakening of
trade connections between former Yugoslav republics. While some states
successfully compensated the dissolution of the Yugoslav market by rapid
reorientation to the western markets, others have plunged into economic isolation
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coupled with international economic sanctions. The author remarks that 20 years
later, the ex-Yugoslav area as a whole is still below the level of relative economic
strength of the former Yugoslavia, although some countries such as Slovenia and
Croatia have strengthened their leading economic position in the region in this
period. The author highlights the increasing economic disparities between the
more and the less developed states, doubled by greater economic and social
insecurity and inequality. Despite these disparities, Klanjšek eventually points out
several positive developments regarding the human capital in the region. Overall,
people do live longer, they acquire more education, their incomes are somewhat
rising, and it seems they are feeling more satisfied with their lives, although a
significant part of the population expresses a ‘sentiment of yearning for the old
system and Yugoslavia’ (p. 124).
In the fourth chapter, Sergej Flere examines the changing patterns of family
structure in the post-Yugoslav entities. The study shows that after an initial retraditionalizing of families in some countries during the early post-communist
transition, in all post-Yugoslav entities one can note the development towards an
increasingly modern family structure characterized by the reduction of family size,
the parity of spouses and the diminution of the number of children. These changing
trends are even more evident in the former economically least developed parts of
ex-Yugoslavia.
In chapter five, Andrej Kirbiš and Marina Tavčar Krajnc explore the
dynamics of gender role attitudes in post-Yugoslav countries. Supporting
theoretical expectations derived from modernization approaches, the authors find
that aggregate levels of gender role traditionalism are lower in socioeconomically
more developed countries (i.e. Slovenia and Croatia). Moreover, the authors note
an overall decline of gender role traditionalism (measured here as the opinion that
men have more right to a job than women) in the region, between 1995 and 2008.
In addition, the results of individual level analyses reported in this chapter tend to
confirm the arguments drawn from modernizations theories by pointing out that in
general levels of gender role traditionalism are lower among women, better
educated persons, and those displaying lower levels of religiosity. Only in Croatia
and Slovenia did younger generations report less gender role traditionalism. The
authors suggest that this can contribute in the next years to increased divergence
on gender role attitudes among publics of various post-Yugoslav countries.
In chapter six, Andrej Kirbiš focuses on determinants of political
participation by placing post-Yugoslav citizens’ political engagement in a larger
context provided by modernization theories and comparative analyses with citizens
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from Western Europe and post-communist East-Central Europe. The author reports
a general decline of voter turnout in the last two decades, and an increase of
protest participation. This trend somehow confirms the thesis of political
engagement styles metamorphosis from conventional to protest oriented forms of
political action, which seems to have also occurred in more advanced democracies.
Explanatory models using social cleavages (based on age, gender, and
socioeconomic status) might perform better in explaining political participation
variance in Western Europe and therefore the author suggests that participation
inequalities are on average ‘greater in established democracies than in postcommunist countries’. Moreover, the stratification of participation inequalities
according to socio-demographic factors seems to be more evident in levels of
citizen protest engagement than in individuals’ levels of electoral participation. The
implications of these persistent participation inequalities for the quality and
stability of democracies in three European regions are discusses in the last section
of this chapter.
Chapters seven and eight explore the shifts in value orientations of postYugoslav citizens. The focus of Bojan Musil in chapter seven is on the evolution of
three value dimensions: traditional vs. secular-rational, survival vs. self-expression,
and the qualities which children should be encouraged to learn at home. The
general picture depicted by Musil is one of re-traditionalization in most postYugoslav societies, although some exceptions do exist. In chapter eight, Miran
Lavrič addresses the question of religions change. The main aim of the author is to
tests the privatization of religion hypothesis. He is interested in the degree to
which religion has become individualized, referring to an intimate, private
character of religion manifested through the perceived importance of God and
feelings of comfort and strength derived from religion. He analyzes to what extent
this process occurred at the expense of the institutionalized dimension of religion
(that is confessional identification with a religious organization and attendance of
religious services offered by such confessional organizations). Lavrič reports a
substantial process of religious privatization in all post-Yugoslav societies, especially
among the younger and more educated segments of the population. He also finds a
decreasing impact of religiosity on emancipative values and interprets these
changes as having a beneficial role for the stability and democratization of the
region.
Overall, the studies in this book aim to attain in-depth insights into societal
structures and fundamental processes that have marked the post-Yugoslav
societies. However, further reflections on the role of agency in bringing about
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social changes could contribute to a more thorough understanding of the social
transformations analyzed in this book. What was the role of various political and
social actors in designing the institutional and policy frameworks that might have
shaped the trajectories followed by these countries? Such questions emphasize the
role of agents and institutions and could open further research direction in this
region.
Despite inherent limitations of the available data used in the secondary
analyses reported in different chapters, the book provides a valuable contribution
to the scholarly literature on the ex-Yugoslav space and post-socialist societies,
more generally. By exploring and comparing issues of economic development,
family structure, religiosity and basic value orientations, as well as citizens’ political
participation, the studies presented in this book broaden our understanding on
various dimensions and paces of modernization processes occurring in the
challenging contexts of disintegrating states and post-communist transitions to
democracy.
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